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'With Malice Toward None- - With Charity For
Vol. XL

All- -

And With Firmness In The Right"

ROY, MORA COUNTY. NEW MEXICO. SATURDAY,

Mail Clerk Dead
Néwswas received at the

Threshes Burns Up More Weddings

S. S. Convention
Sunday Nov. 29th the 5th Sun

The Steinbaugh threshing ma
day S. S. Couvention will beheld chine met with a serious accident
at the church at Mills. The fol- at the ranch of Mr. Tinker,
lowing is an outline of the pro- near Mosquero, last Friday
gram,
y which resulted burning several
of beans and badly damSong and Prayer service 10 A. stacks
aging the machine.
M.
Live coals from tiie engine set
Preaching
Rev. Ford
the prairie grass on fire while the
Business meeting
crew was at dinner and before it
Discussion how to best con
was discovered the stacks were
duct a Sunday School Led by
on fire. Over $500.00 worth of
Rev, Hearn.
beans were destroyed and the maSong
Solano Quartett
chine badly burned the drive
Song
Mills
belt was burned and all around it
Round Table led by Mr. Elder
was a bad fire.
Questions one and Two
is considerable thresh
Song
Liberty There
ing to be done in the vicinity of
Roy
Song
Mosquero and Paul Anderson
Questions Three-Fou- r
Five
contemplates taking his now ma.
Song
Solano
chine down there to finish i up.'
"
Song
Liberty
Mr. Steinbaugh has worked
Questions Six and Seven
hard to pay for his machine the
Song
Mills
past three years and it is a seriRoy
Song
ous misfortune that he should
By School
Mispeh
have met with this loss. This is
Heard From
the second threshing machine
We received a note Monday
fire in this vicinity this season.
from John F. Perry formerly edV
itor oí the Solano Herald and U. Mr.
Burleson and wife
Automobile News
S. Commissioner at Solano as came to Roy recently from Rawell
evcia) sta- ton and ara doing light house
(
;
i
tions along, the line. He is now keeping in rooms at the South'A. R. Davis and wite drove to
living at Bay City, Texas and is western. They expect to take a
Albert Sunday to visit at the T.
Clerk of the Court there. Mr, claim and become citizens of Roy E. Mitchell ranch. It is impossPerry landed here over seven Mr. Burleson was formerly a ible to get all of the story but we
years ago along with the Editor resident of Solano and is a rela- gather that the car bronce down
of this paper and stood the worst tive of Postmaster General some five miles this side of the
of the hardships of Pioneering Burleson. He and his wife are ranch house-th- at
they got there
before quitting the game. He members of the I. O. O. F. and and stayed all night and anyway
expresses a desire to come back are ' gladly, welcomed to Roy we know that they arrived in Roy
and see us all once more.
where we hope their lot will be Monday afternoon with Archie
cast in future.
sitting on the radiator driving a
Liech-Jones
and
Mrs. Frieda
span of Mr. Mitchell's mules and
Thanksgiving
baby came up from Tucumcari
Mrs. Davis steering the car.
Wednesday to spend ThanksgivArch is not discouraged and will
Thanksgiving was an ideal day sefid
ing with her mother Mrs. Leach
for repairs and show that
and sister, Mrs. Kennedy. She and was observed yery quietly in old "Mill" that he can drive it.
reports the big division town on Roy. Feasting and
the bum at present and more were the diversions most in evi
dence.
lively times in Roy,
Andy Hern got his auto wound
Almost every one who wasn't
up Sunday and started to take
We are in receipt of of a card invited out had company at dinthe family a ride. Out near the
announcing the arrival of Master ner and many royal birds were Pickering place the machine got
John Roswell Butler at the home devoured.
unruly and with Anday's limited
of Mr. and Mrs. St. Clair Butler
experience at the wheel it manat their home at Harnsburg, 111.
Saw Mill
aged to upset itself and spill them
The young man will doubtless
all out. No one was seriously
grow up to be a Base Ball Fan if
H. M. West has leased the G. hurt and Andy will learn to drive
heredity counts for anything. .
Kitchell saw mill and will move it before trying it again.
was down to his ranch in Post Canyon
Etnmet Aildredge
from Springer several days this where he still has a fine lot of
week visiting his father, L. E. pine trees which he will saw up Rev. Russel is issuing the pubAildredge and renewing ac- into lumber this winter.
lished minutes of the recent
quaintance with old friends.
Session of the New Mexico
Mr. West has leased the
The 500 Club met with Mrs. A
traction engine to drive the Presbytery held at Farmington
L. Collins Friday afternoon and saw and is fixing up to do quite last summer. It is a fine piece
indulged in their favorite game a large business in the lumber of printing as well as an interestwith the usual feasting accom- line. There is many thousands ing record. Mr. Russel as Statpaniment. The score is not an- of feet of good lumber in the vi- ed Clerk of the Presbytery has a
nounced as we print just ahead of cinity of the mill and it should be lot of work that those; who profit by it little realize.
a paying proposition, r;
it.
Roy-Pos-

t

Office Sunday nobn of the
death of Isaac L. Neiman one of
the Mail Clerks on the
R.' R., Dawson Branch.
Mr. Neiman had been sick for
the past two weeks with Typhoid
fever at his home in Tucumcan
but was not considered dangerously ill and his sudden death
Saturday night was a surprise to
bis many friends in Roy.
Mr. Neiman had been a R.P.O.
E. for over seventeen years and
had been on the Dawson Branch
for over three years and was considered one of the best Railway
Mail Clerks in New Mexico.
Mr. Neiman was well known
in Roy and was quite a favorite
of the Post Office Employes at'j
this place and his many friends
here extend their sympathies to
the bereaved family at Tucumca-ri- .
Old-Tim-

.

iflyAat

i

Joy-ridin- g

Stein-baug-

.

"

Palmer-Tyle-

h

r

Dean Tyler and Miss Myrtle

Palmer were married at this
office Sunday evening,

Judge F.

H. Foster tying the knot hard
and fast in the presence of Mrs.

Ethel Harper and Miss Mabel
Bruce who were called in from
the Telephone office as witnesses
The wedding is a profound secret
and we are telling you of it so
that you can help us keep it.
The groom is the eldest son of
Mr. and Mrs. S. Tyler of Ry,
The bride came recently from Her
home in Iowa and is a daughter
of Mrs. Rhyneer Palmer, formerly of Mills. Both are well and
favorably known here and many
friends join in wishing them hap
piness and prosperits in their
new relation.

Gunn-Morga-

er

New-Come- rs

r

28. 1914, No. 45

NOVEMBER

n

We take great pleasure in an
nouncing to thrir many friends
here the marriage of Miss Felicia
Gunn and Mr. J. E. Morgan
both of Roy, who were ,married
at El Centro, California last Saturday.
Miss Felicia had made the trip
from her home in Texas to the
Imperial Valley as a sequel to a
little romance which star ted here
at Roy two years ago. The
young people separated Mr. Morgan going to California and Miss
Gunn to Texas. They arranged
to meet on this occasion. The
daily Paper at ElCentro says
"The wedding had all the trimmings including bride's buquet,
wedding cake and the Lohengrin
March.
They are at home atthe"Castle
Ray", a popular apartn ent house
in the city. TheS-A- . joins their
friends here in the appropriate
felici(a)tations.

A Modern Barn
Abernathy is building a
on his
good modern
claim north of town. It is built
as they build them in the Central States and will be equipped
with a Carrier and tackle for filling it. He is making the doors
large enough to accommodate the
G. R.

hay-bar-

n

s
and will fill it
use of
with bundle stuff letting the
horses do the hard work while
he does the head work himself.
This is the first really modern
barn to be built on the Mesa but
there will soon be more of them.
Hay-Sling-

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

his hand over the transmitter. "He
wants to talk to you."
"No, slree!" Mary was vehement
"Cut him off! I ain't going to talk to
him. I've got two lawyers. Tell him
to have his lawyer talk to mine. My
heart's so hard against him I couldnt
listen to the sound of my own voice,"
and she sank weakly into a chair as
Hayes continued to converse with
Blade, "No, she says not," he was
Baying. "No, I am not out here winding her up or advising her," and he
banged up the receiver.
"What'd he say?" Mary was wringing her hands in her uncontrollable ex-

Th e iiovernor s
A Novelization
Lady
S

o

Alice Bradley's Play

GERTRUDE STEVENSON

x
,

Illustrations from Photographs of the Stage production

citement

Ooprright, 181. CFnbUcatlon Bights Beserod) by Darlfl Belsaoo.

SYNOPSIS,
I

Daniel Blade, suddenly advances from a
penniless miner to a millionaire. He Is
ambitious to become governor of the
g
Btate. His simple,
wife fails
to rise to the new conditions. Slade meets
Katherine, daughter of Senator Strickland, and sees in her all that Mary is
not He separates from his wife and takes
rooms at his club. Editor Merritt, who
has been attacking Slade, is won over to
the latter's support because he cannot
otherwise supply the money demanded for
a European trip for Mrs. Merritt. Katherine agrees to marry Slade when he Is
free. Bob Hayes, in love with Katherine,
has a stormy session with her over her
affair with Slade. Mary, anxious to make
it up with Slade, appears at Strickland's
house 'during a political conference.
Slade informs her that separation is final.
Mary declares that she will fight a divorce. She returns to the little cottage
where they started out in married life.
home-lovin-

he began to toy with the spools of
thread that Mary had been using for
the Inevitable sewing that had so annoyed her husband.
"Either they don't know or they
want to find out more than they already know;" Mary answered, wearily.
"So I sit here lying and lying."
"You intend to stick It out and ktay

here?"

"Yes," Mary answered with a quiet
determination.
"Well, he cant call this desertion,"
Hayes went on. "You own this house
together. It's your home as well as
his."
"Yes," agreed Mary, "but it's awful
fighting my husband. What's the matter with you, Bob? You used to tell
CHAPTER IX Continued.
me a lot about Miss Strickland, and
lately you have you had any trouble?"
Conscious of the song, Mary remem- she
asked, kindly, forgetting her own
bered the lamb stew that she had left sorrow at the thought of the possible
cooking on the kitchen fire. Dan had unhappiness of
this young man whom
always loved lamb stew; that is, her
she loved as tenderly as if he had been
lamb stew. She remembered how
own son. ,
heartily he, always ate of it, how he her"Don't let us talk about her," Bob
never failed to pass his plate for a objected.
second "helplnig," and how he used
"All right, Robert." Mary attempted
to look up at her and Bay:
cheery as she saw how abstractto
J'This is lapping good, Mary. I ed be
dejected Bob. was. "Dinner
and
think I will have a bit more."
will be ready in a minute and you
Just as if he needed any urging!
down."
Mary found her thoughts growing can sit right
give
in to biml" she de"I
won't
very tendef when she suddenly reput on an extra plate
as
she
clared
membered that tonight she must sit
and fork. "I'll never give
down alone at the table, that instead and knifedjvorée."
S
him
that
of two she would only serve one plateyou ever think of anything
"Don't
ful of that stew. Her heart contracted
Hayes questioned, soberly.
with a pathetic, futile longing for else?"
it's no use, Robert; I get hot
"No;
things as "they used to be," and grew
cold hating my husband when I
and
bitter as she remembered conditions
how be is treating me. I know
as they were. The sat with her face think
wrong, but I do! Sometimes when
it's
pillowed on her arms, so absorbed in
I
up suddenly in the night and
her unhappy reflections that she didn't seewake
old room and remember that
the
hear the door open, didn't hear a step he's living
at his club and enjoying
until someone leaned over and kissed
me here miserable, I Just
life
and
her tenderly on the faded cheek that get
sick hating him."
Dan used to pat so lovingly and declare
"Now,
auntie" Hayes eas anxious
was lovelier than their garden roses.
to
her attention 'Í wouldn't
divert
"Oh, Rob!" Mary exclaimed, startYou have the best of
of
think
that
ing up In glad surprise. "I didn't hear
got
You've
him.
him beaten. I have
you drive up."
you, and he'll be out
good
lawyer
a
for
"I didn't," Bob laughed,
"My car is stranded two to see you today. You know I'd take
problocks back," and he threw his linen the case myself, but it wouldn't be
up
positively
You've
made
fessional.
duster on the eofa as Mary hastened your
to
a
to
fight
mind
divorce
the
in her fond little way to take his hand
finish?"
and hover about him.
"Tooth and nail!" Mary's answer
"It's strange how near town this
place seems to be," Bob rattled on. came through set teeth.
"Then you've got him. He can't
"When we lived here before it was
fight
a woman in the courts in his
clear out In the country, but with
position,
with his nomination before
a motor car it's right next door to
him."
town."
"I've got him, have. I?' Mary was
"Well, aunty," and he stretched
eagerness now.
all
himself out in an easy chair, "I supsure of It? Was he very
"You're
pose it's like heaven to you to get
my coming here? Has my
about
mai
back here to the old home you lived
lawyer
seen
his lawyer?"
many
years?"
in so
Hayes
answered
the last of her many
Mary
indifferagreed,
"Yes,"
rather
questions first "They met today."
ently.,
"Did you get me two lawyers, Rob?"
"Any of the'old neighbors left, I'd
"Yes, I got two. I got a whole
like to see them some of 'em."
firm."
"I never noticed before how many
"Do you think I need another so's
questions old neighbors ' could ask,
Rob," Mary sighed, as she recounted to be sure?"
Hayes laughed.
the curious visits of her old friends,
"You have all you need, auntie."
who bad inquired anxiously and re"Thank God, I got the telephone in
peatedly for Mr. Slade, how be was
they can call me up." Mary was
so
getting on, and when he would be
feverish in her excitement "I
almost
in
questions
a
dozen
other
down, and
the phraseology of people who, as old couldn't go on the witness stand. He
friends, take the liberty of coming as doesn't know that, though. Any signs
near as possible to demanding that of Dan going back to the house, now
you unburden your soul to them on I'm out of it?"
The bell that never hesitates to Inthe spot. "Youll kind of have to
dodge 'em, Bob. I don't know when terrupt at any moment rang insist-entlMary jumped about in her exI've lied so. What do you think of
and finally took down the
citement
a man who forces a woman to lie?"
She dropped it as hastily
receiver.
"Well," Hayes hated the old subject,
away.
backed
and
dwelling
Mary
thought
of
hated the
"You'd better answer it, Rob."
continually
on
her unhappioess.
"It's Slade," Bob declared, holding
"X&djxt they know about Slade?" and
good-naturedl-

y.

y.

,

"Oh, he Just called me a skunk and
cut off," answered Hayes, as he nonchalantly lighted a cigarette. He paced
up and down the room for a moment
and then turned on her:
"Ood! I'd like to haul him through
every court In the country. The scoundrel!"
"I don't like to hear you talk like
that about him, Rob," Mary remonstrated. "He's been a pretty good
friend to you."
"Well, perhaps." Hayes tried to
calm herself for her Bake. "He's all
right I suppose."
"I dunno that he is." Mary's mood
was variable. "When I think of that
divorce "
"Slade's coming down here today,
aunty. He declares you're here under
his very eyes, and he's determined
that you shall go away, and desert
him and give him the opportunity to
divorce you. He says the whole country will know of the trouble unless
you go away. That's what he said
over the .phone."
"Well, I'll stay right here. I can't
get over It Rob," and her voice quivered in spite of herself. "I can't get
over the suddenness of it; his wanting that divorce happened Just like
that" and she snapped her fingers to
illustrate her meaning. "Before that
he never thought pf it It's curious,"
she paused, thoughtfully; "do you
know that sometimes when I get to
thinking about it I something comes
over me, an idea that shut that outside door, Rob," Bhe commanded before she would continue. "I wonder
if there isn't I declare I'm ashamed
to say it but I wonder if it could be
possible that there's some woman,"
she finally managed to get the word
out.
"Auntie!" It was not necessary for
Hayes to feign surprise, for, although
he knew the situation, he had been
confident that such a thought had
never entered Mary Slade's
thoughts, i
emotion of days broke,
The pent-uand Mary sank sobbing into a chair,
burying her face in her hands. With
the expression of the thought that
heretofore she had never admitted
vaneven to herself, her
desperately:
out
cried
ished and she
"Well, what do you think he wanted
that divorce for so suddenly?"
"People usually do "get divorced
when they can't get on, don't they?"
Hayes was willing to lie to shield her
from the knowledge that he knew
would be the bitterest part of all the
wormwood that she had already tasted.
"Sometimes I wonder," Mary continued, reflectively, "sometimes I'm
almost positive that No! Slade isn't
that sort of a man. My husband Isn't
that sort of a man, Rob."
"No, of course he isn't"
"You didn't know what I was going
to say," she objected.
"Yes, I did. About women."
"He never noticed any other woman," she told herself positively.
"No," Hayes agreed.
"You haven't heard of anything like
that, have you?" she questioned.
"No, no, I haven't" Hayes was findextremely
ing' the
trying, convinced as he was that Mary
must be saved from the knowledge of
Katherine at any cost. "If there were
anything, you'd hear it Don't worry."
"Robert," and she looked at him intently. "Would you tell me
No. I would not!" asserted Hayes
vigorously.
"Haven't you got enough
trouble now?"
pure-minde- d

p

self-contr-

cross-examinatio-

ol

"But, Robert, you are tur friend,
aren't you? You ought to"

He was saved from any further
questions along that unwelcome line
by the sound of the doorbell and a
moment later Merritt opened the door
without ceremony.
,
"Well!" Hayes was far from cor'
dial
"I beg your pardon for entering so
abruptly." Merritt was the same old
talkative, suave,
"but I was bound to see
Mrs. Slade. I'm for the Slade family
but I'm for all the Slade family, so I
hope you won't make a stranger of
.

good-fello-

me."

,

Mary was politely indifferent and
Hayes, with back turned, was tapping
his foot uneasily on the floor. Altogether not the warmest welcome a
man ever received.
"This man is likely to publish anything you may say, auntie," Hayes
warned over his shoulder.
"Oh, come now, Hayes," objected
Merritt "I'm here on a perfectly
friendly visit I well remember this
little place," and he looked about' "I
stopped here some years ago and Mr.
Slade brought us a drink of water.
Slade was in his shirtsleeves, I remember. Big man, Slade!" and he
"Big
eyed Mrs. Slade inquiringly.
man!" he exclaimed again as Mary
remained silent, her features giving
no clew to her feelings.
"Well, my wife has gone off to Eutour." Mer--'
rope on a
conversato
make
was
determined
rltt
tion if he had to do It alone. "I'm
quite alone. In fact, we're in the same
boat alone."
"I'm not," Hayes burst forth.
"Thank God, I've got my troubles, but
I'm not married, so I'm not quite
alone."
- Merritt laughed
glad
at any kind of response.
"Pardon me, Hayes," he cleared his
throat nervously. "I'd like to talk with
Mrs. Slade."
"Oh, all right," and with his hands
thrust intOf pocketSjyes strolled ,
leisurely into the kitchen.
"My dear little woman," Merritt be
gan in his moBt engaging manner, as
soon as Hayes had left the room. "You
have my deepest sympathy and most
profound respect Your position is
touching, if you'll excuse me for saying it I can see your side of It, too.
Now the point is this: A week ago
when you called at the senator's house,
Slade had just said you were going
East to live permanently. I must say
very few women very few would do
as much for a man. For instance, Mrs.
Merritt, I know, wouldn't I needn't
tell you that the whole community will
admire you for your reserved dignity
if you go, Mrs. Slade."
"I'm pot going," Mary's voice was
ominously quiet.
"You're going to oppose the divorce?"
"Yes," came the soft answer.
'

long-extend-

good-naturedl-

y,

(TO BE CONTINUED.)

Our National Capitals.
The capital of the United States
has been located at different times
at the following places: At Philadelphia, from September 5,1774, to
December, 1776; at Baltimore, December 20, 1776, to March, 1777;, Philadelphia, March 4, 1777, to September,
1777; Lancaster, Pa., September 27,
1777, to September 30, 1777; York Pa.,
September 30, 1777, to July, 1778;
Philadelphia, July 2, 1778, to June 30,
1783; Princeton, N.J., June 30, 1783,
to November 20, 1783; Annapolis, Md.,
November 26, 1783, to November 30,
1784;, Trenton, N. J., from November
23, 1784, to January. 1785; New York.
January 11, 1785, to 1790.
Then the seat of government was
removed to Philadelphia, where it remained until 1800, since which time
it has been in Washington.
.

n
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Getting Even.
,v
Editor Why do you persist In coming here? I tell you I don't buy fio
tlon.
Author Oh, I don't wish to sell any
of my stories. I am writing a short
serial entitled "The Ugliest Man on
Earth" and I came in merely to oMaifl
local olor Stray Stories,
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matter at
Entered as seQond-clas- s
the postoffice in Roy, N. M.

at

10, A. ,M.

Christian Churcn.
is necessary.

Your

Meets, each Sunday

at Clayton, N.
Oct.
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Notice of Contest.

7

at

M.

presence

1914.

To Tom D. Brown, of Alta, Canada
Contipstee:
You ,re hereby notified that Roy
who gives Vernon
R. Morris
New Mexico, as his postoffice address,
file in
did on Nov. 3rd. 1914
this office his duly corroborated ap-

Rev.

G.B.Hall, Supt,

CATHOLIC
Mass once each month at the
Catholic Church. Dates announcHave you noticéd a resemblance
between business and a wheel- plication to contest and secure the ed in advance.
barrow? The thing that makes cancellation of your homestead, Entry Rev. Fr. Ant. Cellier.
No.01479 made Sept28th. 1908,
Priest in charge,
both interesting is the possibili Serial
TU.Sir.l
tha
ty of '''go" and they both go by E - NWÍ Section 23, Township 24
BAPTIST
It takes two eyes, North Range 25 E a s t , N. M. P.
ill month.
two hand, two legs and a lot of Meridian, and as grounds for his
First Sunday in
push to do anything worth while contest he alleges that said Tom D. Service? 11 A. M., 7.30, P. M.
Brownhas wholly failed to comwith either. Neither has a
Rev. R. A. Price , Pastor.
ply with the law under which he is seekthe man stops, both ing title; and that he has wholly
will stop.
abandoned said entry that he has
'
TPl.-NTir-

man-powe-

i

Wi-NTT-

M. D. GIBBS
Physician and Surgeon
Local Surgeon E.P. & S.W.
Ry.

Office
Fairview Pharmacy
ROY, NEW MEXICO

!i

r.

Col.
F. O. WHITE
MILLS

-

AUCTIONEER
I Cry Sales Everywhere.
Distance not Considered
Terms Reasonable

'

failed to resiáe upon cultivate or imThe people of Roy are paying prove the same; that the above mendefects exist and have existed
their taxes very promptly this tioned
for more than three years last past
year upon receipt of their notices and up to the date hereof.
y
The conditions have been
You are, therefore, further notified
improved from previous that the said allegations will be taken
years and we hear very little com- by this office as having been confessed
entry will be
plaint thus far. There are few- by you, and your saidwithout
further
canceled thereunder
er flagrant cases of over assess- right to be heard therein, either be
ment and in general there is much fore this office or on appeal, if you
less dissatisfaction.
fail to file in this office within twenty
We are glad to be able to re days after the FOURTH publication
below, your
cord this fact and are always of this notice, as shown
answer, under oath, specifically meet
ready to accord credit where it ing and responding to these allega
is deserved. If this is one of tions of contest, or if you fail within
the results of the airing of con that time to file in this office due proof
and that you have served a copy of your
ditions last yearby the S-contestant either
there are other reforms to come answer on the bysaidregistered
mail. I
in person or
of it then we shall not worry ,
this service is made by the delivery of
the consequences to us per- a copy of your answer to the contest
sonally. It is worth it.
ant in person, proot of such service
must be either the said contestant's
written acknowledgment of his receipt
You are hereby notified that of the copy, showing the date of its
the regular annual meeting of the receipt, or the affidavit of the person
stockholders of the Roy Trust & by whom the delivery was made stat
Savings Bank will be held at its ing when and where the copy was de
banking office in Roy, on Monday li vereda jf made by registered mail,
proof of such service must consist o
January 4th, 1915, from 10 the affidavit
of the person ' by whom
o'clock A. M. until 4 P. M. The the copy was mailed stating when and
purpose of this meeting will be the postoffice to which it was mailed
to elect a Board of Directors for and this affidavit must be accompanied
t
for the
the ensuing year, and for the by the postmaster's
.
letter;
transaction of such other busiYou. should state in your answer
ness as may properly come before the name of the postoffice to which
you desire future notices to be sent to
the meeting.
you.'
C. L. Justice, Cashier.
Register.
Par Valverde,
Date of 1st publication, Nov 21 1914
" 2d
28, "
Anger's Harmful Effect.
"
" 3d
Dec 5 "
Anger, whether expressed in violent
language or not, has a most harmful
" " 4th
12
effect on the heart. Through the
nervous system it acts on the muscular structure of that organ as well as
on that of the arteries, and contracts
it. This is always dangerous, as the
H.
blood supply is interfered with seri-

Christian

Rev

OW

Goose Killed With a Golf Ball.
memA day or two ago a
club,
Golf
Dublin
Royal
ber of the
t,
at
on
links
the
playing
while

evening at
Meets every Wednesday
t mm
n
I. O. O. r . Hall, Koy, in. m.

Dolly-moun-

Clontarf, and approaching the
sixth hole with a driving mashie,
killed a barnacle goose with a golf
ball. As the shot was played the bird
was swooping and, being struck on
the neck, fell to the ground dead.
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Roy,

Dally Thought
Shallow men believe in luck, strong
men in causa and effect. Emersoa.
'

New Mexico

Moota in

T.

Calls

from

Other

Towns

Responded to.

O. O. F. Hall. Roy. N. M.

Fridav evening 01 eacn
Visiting members always wel

lot and a
month,
come.
Miss.

Nutter-Kern- s

Real Estate Co,
IS. M.
Roy, '

F. H. FOSTER

limited States
mmissioner
CONTESTS PROOFS

FILING- S-

ETC.

'!

Miss. Grace v. Collins,

Blanche Kitchell,

N. G

iith

Office

Roy,

Secy.

Modern Woodmen
of America

CampNo.14361

Spanish-America1-

-.

New Méx.

:

J. B. LusKv
Attorney

at Law,
Prompt and Careful Attention
Given all Business Entrusted
to me.

A. S. HANSON
Legal documents and papers
acknowledged.
ROY,

.

:

"

Rcy,

Notary Public

,

New. Mexico,

J. FLOERSHEIM

NEW MEXICO

Guaranteed

All Work

Notary Public

...

f

Conveyances and transfers. Prompt
ness and care in all matters.
.

d

W. H. WILLCOX
United States
Land Commissioner

8

Diversified Diet Necessary.
A normal diet is a diversified one.
Only by sush a diet can a human be
Ing obtain all the multitudinous sub
'
6tances wMch his body needs.

at-

tention.

Lodge No. 24, D. of R.

Second-Han-

Large Experience with all makes

prompt and careful

Harmony Rebekah

Goods
Also
Bought and Sold,

Special tools for all Auto Work

Promptly
Our Castles.
'inOur castles in the air generally
clude an heiress. Ashley Sterne.

GARAGE'

THE ROY

s

Business entrusted to
our care will receive

Visiting members always welcome
Wm. G. Johnson.'
H. Goodman
Secretary.
Grand.
Noble

HARRY WOODWARD
Harness and Shoe Shop
Repairing a Speciality

Automobile Expert

Kerns,

Realty, Co.

I. O. O. F.

WALTHER

well-know- n

Nutter-Kern-

Homestead Lodge, No. 46

.

Mechanician and

O. H,

,

rec-ñp-

,

N. Nutter,

Lodge Directory

A.

F,

Satisfaction
G'r'n't'd

Hearn, Elder

Services fourth Lord's Day of
each month at 11 A.M. and
8 P.M. Lord's Supper at
Morning Service.

wón-derfull.-

ously.

NEW MEXICO

.;

self-starter-wh-

ROY, N. M.

M. H. KOCH
Licensed Embalmer

Fnnral Director
PHONE 116

s

:

TUCÜMCAR!.

N. M.

'

and Proofs.
competent
services renCareful and
dered n all land matters.
Filings, Contests
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FARM TIMBER AT A PROFIT
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Washington Society Looking Around for a Leader

I;

r

,

pifias

i

Wanted For the coming winter season, a society leader,
fff
Must
be
of
best
American stock, with wealth and attainments. Apply to
if
Washington society, immediately, ready for work.
That is the "help wanted" ad
thrown out by Washington society,
1
which finds itself without a leader for
the approaching season. "Such a terrible state of affairs!" say the society
people of the nation's capital. "Who
will lead us during the coming
season?"
It seems like a paradox. With a
'wonderful wealth of material from
which to select, this city must be deprived of some woman to lead It la
its social whirl. This comes from
CX
many reasons. First, the society women' of Washington are on such good
....,.
,7
i.m.m
io!iv
iw "' jmJT?'
terms they do not care to generate a spirit of rivalry for the position. Second, f
T" ci.n,n
muni, ...n
n.imMiwiil.mi
.i
.
n
are
,ri
',C1wwWIrt
most of them have homes elsewhere and are content to let women who
permanent residents of Washington have the honor.
Then, again, there are so many different sets to be led in the Capital City
that the social leader who would undertake the entire job would necessarily
have to work overtime.
For the first time since President Harrison's administration the national
capital is without a first lady of the land. The death of Mrs. Wilson has oast
A Portable Sawmill Used for Converting Woodlot Timber Into Switch
gloom over the social situation. Usually the mistress of the White House
of Such Tie In the
Tles, Which Are Extra Long The
plays an Important role In bringing the various "sets" together.
Some
Boards,
Can Be Utilized for
Edgings,
With
Form
of
and
Slabs
While New York has Its four hundred, Washington has these: The diploIowa.
Dubuque,
Lumber. Near
matic set, the congressional circle, southern society, the army and navy contingent, the native inhabitants, and others too numerous to mention.
(Prepared bj" the United fltates Depart- timber in his woodlot, but refused to
ment of Agriculture.)
sell the hickory at any price, and was
It is said to be true that the farmer then offered $300 for the wood excluPresident May Select a New Summer White House is generally at the mercy' of the tim- sive of the hickory.'
ber buyer when it comes to a quesThis offer set hlra to thinking, and
tion
of disposing of the products of as a result he engaged a neighbor,
to do for a summer White House next year is a problem which
WHAT Wilson must soon face. His lease on Harlakenden house, In the the farm woodlot, or selling the tim- who owned a portable sawmill, to do
Cornish, N. H., pines expires this year, and whether he will see fit to renew ber from land which should be the sawing while he and his two sons
cleared.
Farm economists have cut the trees and hauled the logs. He
It Is a secret which he alone shares.
stated
that
the average farmer knows then sold lumber and railroad ties, for
seHis closest friends believe he will
far less about the ralue of bia tim- both of which there was a standard
lect some other place. Moreover, in
ber crop than about any other asset price in the community. y Because .of
various sections of the country there
of the farm, and instances In which sickness and a consequent inability
are movements afobt to erect or setimber speculators have fleeced the to supervise the last part of the loglect a permanent summer White
farmer
can be multiplied indefinitely ging he Bold a small remaining part
House.
The department of agriculture Is of the standing timber to the man
As far as President Wilson is connow gathering material which is In- who owned the portable mill, and
cerned the problem of getting such a
to help the farmer to market after the transaction was complete th
tended
place causes him little concern. But
account stood as follows:
next year, with only a short session
Received from lumber, 40,000 boan
of congress In sight, he may have
more opportunity than heretofore for
feet at $16 a thousand, $640; from
1,780 ties, ranging from 75 cents apiece
vacationing. This season he has been able to take only a piecemeal vacation.
On these occasions he has elected to go to Harlakenden house, where his famfor a few culls, $971; stumpage sold
ily has sojourned for several months. And the trips have done him good,
at an average price of $9 per thoubrief though they were.
sand feet, $130; and black walnut
But it Is possible that he will prefer a change of scene for his next year's
boards, 1,150 feet, at $60 per thouvacationing. If he does, he will have plenty of room for selection. The latest
sand, $69, making a gross return of
$1,810.
proposal for a summer White House is "Monticellp," Thomas Jefferson's old
home in Virginia. Representative Levy's willingriess to sell this place to
The sawing cost him $160 for the
lumber, and $445 for the ties. The
the government for a half million dollars has suggested the idea that it would
rate of wages fbr the farmer and his
make an excellent place for presidents to sojourn In their off moments.
sons and the farm teams was calculated at $2.50 a thousand for the logUncle Sam Now Conducts
ging and $2 a thousand board feet for
Great Reading Circle
the hauling, or $445 for both operations. The total cost, allowing for
literary society organized under Uncle Sam's auspices is ready to
THE firstwork.
these good wages for himself, his sons
Dr. P. P. Claxton, commissioner of the United States bureau
and his teams in the winter time when
of education, has sent letters to all high school principals and officials of the
they might otherwise have been Idle,
smaller colleges throughout the Unitwas $1,050, making a clear gain of
ed States telling them of a plan to
$760. In the meantime he has all bit
ACTIONAL
Interest all young men and women
hickory, which is Increasing In volwho want to know the best there is
ume and also in value, because hickin the literature of the world and who
ory timber is getting scarcer. The
wish to gain the inspiration given by
In
West Virginia $760 gain may he arbitrarily divided
A Portable Sawmill
reading the best books.
uncle
Farmers
Who Do into $500 for the stumpage, Instead of
Owned by. Three
Uncle Sam's new literary, society
Hauling,
Saw- the $300 first offered, and an addiCutting,
Own
Their
will be known as the National ReadSelling,
Working
Only
ing
in tional $260 profit on th transaction.
and
ing Circle, and for admission to this
Capacity
Its
Afternoon
It
the
circle Doctor Claxton says that it is
Systematize Farm Work.'
CutDay,
Board
a
3,000
Feet
About
only necessary to write to the home
Being
able to systematize the work
ting Mainly Hemlock, With Some
education division of the United
so
manure can be hauled out
the
that
Ash.
White
States bureau of education, Washington, D, C, and ask to be furnished inforand applied so as not to interfere
mation about the reading courses which have been planned under the direc- his wood at a praflt, and Is particu- with the other work, and at the same
tion of a group of the best known educators of the United States. Persons larly seeking opportunities to bring time derive thef full benefit, will be
desiring to benefit by Joining the reading circle are merely asked to give about
among farmers so found quite an Item, and whichever
their names, post office addresses, ages and a very brief statement of their that a whole community by selling plan will do this to the best advaneducation and occupation.
its timber at one time may secure a tage should be adopted.
When this brief information is given members of the government's Na- better price and a better market than
tional Reading Circle will be furnished a reading course including the best by selling individually and , without
Strong, Healthy Turkeys.
young men and women
works in the world's literature. Only serious-mindea full consideration of the value of
After
the turkeys get the red on
are lnvitfed to Join the government's new organization. The members will their lumber.
they can mostly be alnecks
their
undertake to read each of the books which are listed at least twice within the
An example of what might be ac- lowed to take care of ihemselves. At
next three years from the time of Joining the circle, and to' each person giv- complished is furnished by a farmer this stage they are much heartier anil
ing satisfactory evidence of having read all the books on the list will be living near Millersburg, Holmes coun- will stand more than almost any othawarded a government certificate bearing the seal of the United States bureau ty, Ohio. He was offered $300 for the er fowL
of education and signed by the commissioner of education.
ASHINGTON.
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An Elegant
ííitchen Cabinet

Holiday Goods are now arriving
at Goodmans big store. Come
early and have your choice of

Christmas presents reserved for
you.

.

Adv.

.1

Mrs. Margaret Bursik, who
has been dining room girl at the
Commercial Hotel for some time
has been. seriously ill for several
days with Grip.

VALUED AT $16.50 FOR PREMIUM

Tfo

Department of the Interior,
U, S. Land office at Cay ton, N. M.
Nov.

n

of

Jan.

1915.

Claimant names as witnesses:
W E Jones
H R Woodward
RTMc Glamery
George D Miller
All of Royr N, M.
Paz Valverde,
8
6
Register,
11-2-

12-2-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Out-standn-

money.

Depatment of the Interior,
U.S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
Nov.23, 1914.

Notice is hereby given that Teófilo
Romero of ,Roy, N,M,
who on
made HE Serial No. 013246 for

A car load of fine potatoes received this week at the Goodman

SJ SE Sec.8:NWi-NE- i
Sec 17 Twp. 18 N Rnf. 25E
NMP M, has filed notice of intention
to make Final three-yea- r
proof to establish claim to the land above described, before F. H. Foster, U S Commissioner at Roy N. M.
on the 12th day of Jan. 1915.
SWÍ-SWSec-

Mercantile Co. Store is proving
very popular at the bargain
prices they sell for. They are
sure fine ones. See them and
get a sack.

Come and see us.

FLOERSHEI

Adv.
Mrs. Dr. Self has been seriously ill the past week.

23 1914.

Notice is hereby given that Simon
Henfer, of Roy, N. M. who, on
Feb. 10, liU, made HE Serial No.
012806
Sec. .28 and
for SEi-SE- J
Ni.NEi&NEJ.NWi Sec 33 Twp.21N
Range 26 E. N. M. P. Meridian has
filed notice of intention to make final
three year proof, to establish claim to
th land above described before F.H.
Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at,
IHJ, his ffice at Roy.N. M. on the 12 day

We beg to announce to the trade that we have
Made a change in our premium list in selecting
valuable and serviceable goods from our own
Stock and the lucky holder of a certain number
we will give a $16.50 Kitchen Cabinet now on
g
Display in our store. All
tickets
Are good and tickets will only be issued on
Cash Received over the counter.

Ross Eaton, Frank White and
the Davis Bros, were among the
wheat haulers who delivered
wheat in Roy Wednesday and did
Thanksgiving shopping with the

Notice For Publication

i

on

MERC CO.

DE

Mrs. Bert Ray has been danAnything in the wagon and
gerously ill the past week at her
im plement 'ine at Goodman's.
home on the ranch.

Notice Cream Shippers
Fred Brown Pays 29 cents
For Cream

.9

Claimant names as witnesses,
Roman Sandoval ' Vicente Martinez
Bonifacio Ebel
Frederico Romero
all of Roy, N, M,
Paz Valverde,

Register.
Avoid Worry.
An eminent physician has stated,

as
A nice line of Local Photo, a result of his experience, his opinion
that worry kills more people than any
graph Post cards at,

See our New Line or

single known disease, and is acount-abl- e
for much of the degeneracy of the
present day. It ages more certainly
than the hardest work, covering the
Lost: A man's Corduroy coat face with the fretwork of unrest. But
on the road between Taylor and this will yield to force of will, a determination to fight against it constantly
Liberty school house.
Finder please return to James and strenuously.

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY-

Ladies' Winter

COATS

-

Christman.

Men's Suits and Over-CoatCaps and Gloves.

s,

Have always in stock a
Complete Line of

SenatóJ
of life and action, filled with the
fire of fine inspiration and followed
by 250 short stories of adventure,

General M'dse,
Lumber, Coal, Hay
Grain and Wagons.

G
Merco Coo

will make

flfeWIHS COMPANION
Better Than Ever in 1915
Then the Family Page, a rare Editorial Page, Boys Page,
Girls' Page, Doctor's Advice, and " a ton of Fun," Articles of
Travel, Science, Education. From the best minds to the best
minds, the best the world can produce for you and everyone
CUT THIS OUT
and send It (or name of this paper)
with $2.00 for The COMPANION
for

1915,

and we will send
AH th
of THE COM.
p ANIONIwn
for th rwMwin
wtekft of 1914
THE COMPANION HOME
CALENDAR for 1918.

in tne nome. i nere is no age
limit to enthusiasm for The

Youth's Companion.

52 Times a Year
not 12.

FRFF

FRFF
THEN THE COMPANTON191s

Send

to The Youth's Companion, Boston, Mass., for
to-d-ay

THKEE CURRENT ISSUES FRES

SUBSCRIPTIONS RECEIVED AT THIS OFFICE

THE

SPA1HSH-AMERICA-

N.

FOREIGN.

AH EPITOME 'OF--

Cross European war relief. With a
population of 600 persons, Dublin has

'

LATE LIVE NEWS
OP THE
PROGRESS OF EVENT3 AT
'HOME AND ABROAD.

CONDENSED
.

RECORD

FROM ALL SOURCES
8AYINGS,

DOINGS,

ACHIEVE

MENTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.
Western Newapaper Union Nawa Service.

WESTERN.
Nine business establishments were
wiped out in Phoenix, Ariz., by a fire,
entailing a Iobs estimated at $300,000.
The Georgia Supreme Court at Atlanta affirmed the conviction of Leo
M. Frank, convicted of murdering
Mary Phagan.
Seattle was selected by the executive committee as the place for the
1915 convention of the Woman's Christian Temperance Union.
Mrs. Marie Petro and her daughters,
Amle and Elizabeth, were burned to
death when their home in Homestead,
Pa., was destroyed by fire.
Louis N. Hill, president of the
Northern Pacific railroad, left Denver
in a special train for an inspection of
the Turlington's new line into Wyoming.

Physicians at Columbus, Ohio, investigated the case of Paul F. Tressler,
Montpelier, Ohio, a State University
student thought afflicted with foot
and mouth disease.
William J. Reynolds, a freight conductor on the Chicago. & Northwestern railroad, was killed in a battle
with a train robber between Bradgate
and Rutland, la.
J
J. C. Wilson, a stockbroker who suspended business Aug 8, and his partner, B. A. Wilbrandt, were arrested at
San Francisco on warrants Issued,
charged with embezzlement of $40,000.
Learning Shartless, an engineer on
the Omaha road, was stabbed to death
with a Knights of Pythias sword in
Minneapolis, Minn., while he was
asleep. His wife, Qharlotte, was, arrested.
Using a crowd of passing schoolchildren as a screen against bullets
from rifles of sentries, Guy H. Crane
and Nelson B. Hazeltine, federal prisoners for desertion, escaped from the
San Francisco Presidio.
Arizona's Initiative measure providing that 80 per cent of the employés
shall be American citizens in any
business employing more than five
persons, was carried at the recent
'
vote.
election by a
Dr. Robert J, Burdette, preacher,
author and humorist, died at his home
in Pasadena, Cal. He has been ill for
the greater part of two years, and for
a week had been in a state of coma.
He was born in 1844.
Twelve men's lives hang in the
balance while the count continues on
the initiative measure at the recent
election abolishing the death penalty
'
in Arizona. Twelve of the fourteen
counties give a majority of 719 against
the abolition of the death penalty, the
vote being 14,600 for and 15,319
against.
WASHINGTON.

Resumption of parcel post service
with France has been announced by
the Postoffice Department.
The federal and state governments
have spent approximately $750,000 in
the campaign against the livestock
foot and mouth disease epidemic.
Dublin, N. H., has taken the lead for
per c&plU contributions to the Red
;

subscribed $1,800, $3 for each Inhabitant.
,
To reassure consumers who fear to
eat meat because of the livestock foot
and mouth disease, the Department of
Agriculture issued a statement explaining that if properly cooked even
the meat of an infected animal was
not dangerous. ;
Argentina, one of the world's principal sources of grain supply, will
have a bountiful crop to export' this
coming year, according to official government estimates cabled to the Argentine ambassador at Washington
from Buenos Aires.
Secretary Bryan designated his private secretary, Mantón M. Wyvell, as
counsellor of the international joint
commission, a newly created office.
This commission has jurisdiction over
the boundary waters between the
United States and Canada.
Europe's cry for food is being answered by the United States. Exports
of breadstuffs in October of this year
amounted to $38,247,570, according to
statistics made public by the bureau
of foreign and domestic commerce, an
increase of nearly $25,000,000 over
figures for October, 191& Exports of
fresh beef also more than doubled
during the month, figures this year being $83,940, as against $36,863 in Oc'
tober, 1913.
The United States government has
directed Ambassador Henry Morgen-thaat Constantinople to ask the
Ottoman government for an explanation of the firing by Turkish land
forces at a launch from the American
cruiser Tennessee, proceeding from
Vourlah to the American consulate at
Smyrna, Asia Minor.
Official announcement of the award
of- the grand cross of the Order
of
Elizabeth by Emperor Francis Joseph
to Mrs. Frederick C. Penfield, wife of
the American ambassador ,at Vienna,
was cabled to the
d
embassy at Washington. Mrs.
has been indefatigable in work
among the sick and wounded soldiers
of the dual monarchy.
Gen. Francisco Villa, in command of
the troops under the control of the
Mexican convention at Aguas Calientes, is marching on Mexico City. His
army took Leon, the first Important
railroad center south of Aguas Calientes, without firing a shot.
The $150,000,000 loan fund designed
to help cotton producers whose great
crop threatened to become a burden
on their hands on the outbreak of
war, stands complete. Secretary
declared in his announcement of
the fund's completion that the success of the loan plan was assured.
u

-

Austro-Hungarla- n

Pen-fiel-

Mc-Ado- o

SPORT.
Johnny Kllbane said at Cleveland,
Ohio, he would sign to meet Charley

White, contender for the lightweight
championship, in a
bout at
Milwaukee on Nov. 30. Kilbane Is also matched to meet Joe Mandot at
Akron, Ohio, on Dec. 6.
James E, (Ted) MeredtK, wearing
the colors of the Meadowbrook Athletic Association of Philadelphia, won
invitation run and incithe
dentally shattered the indoor record
at the athletic carnival held at the
First Regiment armory in Newark, N.
J.i He stepped the distance in one
minute flat, lowering by a second the
old mark which was set by Melvln
Sheppard.
When the franchise of the Montreal
Baseball Club , of 'the International
league was offered for sale to dissolve
a partnership between S. E. Lichten-hein- ,
Gordon C. Cushlng and E R.
Carrington, there were only two bids.
Frank McKenna, on behalf of a syndicate, offered $21,000 as his bid,
while S. E. Llchtenhein, who held the
controlling interest in the club, offered $30,000. As this was the highest bid within the stated time the
club was knocked down to Llchtenhein, who now owns It outright.
ten-roun-

,

500-yar- d

d

President Polncare issued a decree
striking from the roll of the legion of
honor the names of all Germans there"

on.

4

';"

v

Lady Otter, wife of Gen. Sir William D. Otter, was found dead in her
bed at Toronto.' Heart disease caused
years
ber death. She was sixty-eigh- t
.

id.

":

Failure of the United States to enter into immediate negotiations for a
new trade treaty with Russia is causing considerable surprise in Petro
,

grad.

Hit Conscience Bothered.
The ragged wayfarer trudged up
the, garden path bathed In the sunshine and took off his hat to the lady
at the door. She eyed him keenly and
a look of recognition passed over her
countenance.
"Look here,", she said, "you called
at this house in the middle of the
winter."
"I did, ma'am, he sorrowfully admitted.
"And I gave you a good meal on
condition that you swept the snow out
of my back yard."
"That's right, ma'am."
"And when you had the meal you
went off without doing it."
The man passed the back of his
hand tremulously over his eyes.
"Yes, ma'am," he Bald brokenly,
"and my conscience smote me. That's
why I've tramped all the way back,
under the Bcorchlng sun, to finish the

Cardinal Francois Joseph Mercler,
primate of Belgium, sends a stirring
appeal, through the American commission, for Assistance for his starving
parishioners of Malines.
Shooting of an English woman as a
spy in the barracks at Coutral was reported in a message received at Amsterdam. The woman, It was said,
was dressed In the garments of a Job."
priest when captured by the Germans.
Maj. Adolphe Messlmy, at one time
His Revenge.
minister of war in the French cabinet
"Jinks treated me mighty mean, but
and who recently was decorated with I got even with him, all right"
-the legion of honor for an act of
What did you do?"
bravery on the battlefield, has been
"Simply mentioned the fact that he
promoted to the rank of lieutenant was thinking of taking out another
colonel.
life insurance policy and agents by the
A larger army and more ships for score have been calling on him ever
the navy were recommended by Count since."
Okuma, the prime minister of Japan,
Something Missing.
at a meeting of the governmental
parties called to arrange their proEdith had been to a concert for the
gram for the imperial diet which will first time. "And what did you think
'
of it?" asked her mother.
assemble in December.
organ
very
well."
"I didn't like the
The Handelsblad at Amsterdam
"Why not?"
prints an editorial headed "Is Inter" 'Cause there wasn't any monkey
vention Possible?" in which it urges
the cooperation of the queen of The with it" Harper's Magazine.
Netherlands and, President Woodrow
Roundly Roasted.
Wilson of the United States in using
"this psychological moment" to offer
"What was done at the meétlng of
mediation by these neutral nations.
the Brownie club yesterday?"
"Mrs. Gadsby's reputation to a
The body of Field Marshal Lord
Roberts, borne on agun carriage, turn."
moved slowly through the streets of
Limited In Radius.
London Thursday to its last resting
"Jingle pays as he goes."
place In St. Paul's cathedral. The
"Yes, he's a regular stay at home."
streets were lined with troops while
Philadelphia Public Ledger.
hundreds of thousands of civilians
stood with bared heads in a cold rain
It sometimes takes courage to inas the funeral cortege went by. The
cortege reached St Paul's at noon, sist that you are right but a lot more
where services were held before a rev- to admit that you are wrong.
erent throng, Including King George.
The body was interred beside the remains of Wellington, Nelson, Wolseley
and other famous Britons.
.

,

GENERAL.
Fire in the heart of the business
part of Fremont, Neb., destroyed four
mercantile concerns, entailing losses
aggregating $200,000. Zero weather
made the work of the fire department
difficult.
Ten inmates of the state reform
school for white boys at Marianna,
Fla., lost their lives in a fire which
destroyed the dormitories at the Institution. The property loss is estimated
at more than $100,000.
Charles Erpenbach, a wealthy cattleman of Idaho, has been indicted as
the Yellowstone holdup man who last
summer robbed a number of .stage
coaches and passengers, securing
booty valued at $3,000.
In response to requests from association of commerce at Chicago,
Peoria, Cairo and East St. Louis, Governor Dunne proclaimed Dec. 3 as a
holiday in Illinois on account' of the
ninety-sixtanniversary of the admission of the state to the Union.
'A military bulletin from Guadalajara received at El Paso, Tex., said
that four Roman Catholic priests had
been executed by order of Gen.
Joachim Amara, military governor in
the state of Michoacan. It was declared that the clericals had headed
an uprising.
Twenty-sipersons, including former officials iof the United Mine
Workers of America, were indicted at
Fort Smith, Ark., by a Bpecial United
States grand Jury investigating allegations made in connection with the
troubles in the Hartford Valley mining district.
h
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Let Them
; Speak
For Themselves
You needn't take

any-

body's word for the superiority of Post Toasties
Get a package from your

Grocer, pour some of the
crisp, sweet flakes into a dish,

add cream or milk, and a
sprinkle of sugar if you wish.
Then be the judge of

OSÍ

Toasties
The Superior
Cora Flakes
made from the hearts of the
finest Indian Com, skilfully
cooked, seasoned, rolled and
toasted. y'
Toasties are not ordinary
"corn flakes, so remember
when you want Superior Corn
Flakes to ásk your grocer for

Post Toasties

THE

SFAHISH-AMERUA-

Lodge Elections

PERSONAL!

The daughters of Rebekah el
ected officers at their regular
Clyde Hudson writes us to meeting held last Friday evening
change his address from Omega The officers for the next, term
will be
to Vinita Olda, in future. J
Mrs Emilia Kitchell, N. G.
Seth Paxton Jr. and wife left Mrs. Ethel Harper, V. G.
Miss Blanche Kitchell, Sec'y.
Monday for their home at Vaughn
Mrs. Gussie Floersheim, Treas
N. M. after an extended visrt at
J. Floersheim, Trustee.
the parental Paxton ranch over
Afte lodge the members inin Union County
dulged in a luncheon provided
L. W. Peiffer writes us from for the occasion and spent the
Yuma, Arizona directing that his rest of the evening very pleasantbe sent to him there for the ly with music games and dancing'
winter. He has marketed a fine The members look forward to
crop here and will return and lodge night with pleasant anticipation rather than as a duty
raise another like it next year.
as has sometimes been the case.

ooooooooooooo

J3--

.

A.

Revenue Collector Chicken Pie Supper
J. C. Loomis, editor of the The Ladies Aid will give their
Santa Fe Eagle and and U. S. annual bazaar and chicken pie
Revenue Collector was in Roy dinnerin Roy Dec. 12th.
Thanksgiving day. He came in Articles suitable for Christ-ina- s
presents and homemade
the day before to look after revenues and ate turkey at the candy or sale. Dinner 35 cents
JVoceeds
to rinish church
Commercial Hotel.
Mr. Loomis is an old time democrat and has fought it out for
over 30 ears in New Mexico.

building..

The Davenport Brothers have
He has recently installed a tew made other arrangements and
run the feed grinder and
machine and other will not
improvements in his printing sheller as advertised.
A"

type-castin-

g

office and sayo he will be here and - Dan
Laumpach is having a
ou the job after the tide of im- large
order of stationery printed
migration and prosperity has at this office
s
this week. He
swept over and crushed the
in handling the business of
be-live-

his ranch on business methods.

Fred Fluhmann is bringing in
The members of Homestead
two big loads of shelled corn
every, two days from his ranch. Lodge I. O. O. F. elected officers
It takes two days to make the at their regular meeting Wednesround trip and he has over 5,000 day evening as follows.
bushels to bring in. If every Dr. M.D. Gibbs, N.G.
O..H. Kerns, V. G.
one on the Mes a farmed as Fred
Wm. G. Johnson, Sec'y.
good
does they would all have
Irvin Ogden Sr. Treas.
crops every year just as he has
Dr. T.F. Self, Trustee.
done.
The lodge is preparing to take
Fred Meffert moved his Palace in a number of new members this
Bar into the new building Thurs- winter and is getting a nice cash
day.. He has been waiting for balance in the treasury after the
some time for his fixtures which long run of sickdess and deaths
that have drawn heavily on their
arrived Saturday.
relief funds.
Jonny Chambers came home
Saturday from Dawson where he Rev. G. B. Hall undertook the
has bepn working at the mines Lmoving of the Pickering house
and will live on his claim this from the claim to town Thursday
f
winter.
He mounted it safely on wagons
Mr. Moore and another man and hitched Paul Anderson's en
from Mosquero were in town gine to it and it rode in in fine
Monday with loads of beans.
style.
When the Rev. undertakes to
move
anything you may expect to
Anything in the wagon and
see it move.
implement Une at Goodman's.
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Memoirs of Napoleon
In Three Volumes
The personal reminiscences

of Baron de Méheval, for
thirteen years private secretary to Napoleon Bonaparte,
bring out, as no history can, many enlightening and
interesting side lights on the character of that greatest of
leaders. De Méneval's descriptions have the piquancy
and interest possible only because he was an actual eyewitness of the scenes and incidents of which .h writes.
Their reliability and historical interest can be judged by
the fact that 'the very conservative French Academy
publicly recommends them.

A SPECIAL OFFER TO OUR READERS
News of New Mexico and Eastern Arizona by Special Corre-

spondents.
Daily Stock Market Quotations, Including Cattle, Sheep, Hogs,
Hay and Grain.
FAIR IN POLITICS;

arrangement with the publishers of Collier's, The
National Weekly, we are able to give these valuable and interesting
Memoirs free with a year's subscription to Collier's and this publication, at a price less than the lowest net cash subscription price of
the two papers. Only a limited quantity of these Memoirs is
available, however, so to get the benefit of this special offer you
must act quickly.
By . special

News of the World by Associated Press Leased Wire.

WHAT YOU GET IN COLLIER'S

DEMOCRATIC IN PRINCIPLE.

ALL THE NEWS

THE

IT HAPPENS

DAY

ALL THE NEWS THE WAY IT HAPPENS

Favorable train service places the REGULAR EDITION of the
Albuquerque Evening Herald in most parts of the state ahead of
every other daily paper.

Collier's is the one big, fearless, independent Weekly of the whole
country. Its editorials are quoted by every paper in the Union.
It stands always for the best interests of the greatest number of
the people.
Among its contributors are such writers as George
Wallingford,"
Randolph Chester, author of "
Meredith Nicholson, Amélíe Rives, H. G. Wells, Hamlin Garland,
Mary Roberts Rinehart, Henry Beach Neédham, etc. It numbers
among its correspondents such men as Jack London, Arthur Ruhl,
James B. Connolly, and Henry Reuterdahl.
is a magazine for the whole family
Editorials, Comments on
Congress, Photographic News of the World, Short and Serial
Stories by the greatest writers of the day.

It

Collier's

THE EVENING HERALD
ALBUQUERQUE,

50 "Cents per Month
'

'

'

'

':

'
.

V'"'

Spanish-America- n

5.00 per Year
''

'

'

1.50

ii

combination

the

price

l
Memoirs of Napoleon,
three-vo-

Call or send subscriptions to this office. If you are already a
subscriber, your subscription will be extended for a year from its
present date of expiration.

NEW MEXICO.

-

- - - - $2.50

-

.Y

The

Spanish-America-

n.
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THE

WHY CATCH COLD

6f the Deaths and Two
thirds of the Sicklies is the D.
rset Result of Catohtng Cold.
Nothing could be of greater vital
Interest to the family than to know
how to avoid catching cold,
On-h-

lf

,

Two-thir-

The anguish of anxious parents. The
blasting of many brilliant dreams.
All these things would be largely
done away with If people knew how
to avoid catching cold.
Catching
cold is a very common experience In
numerous households.
People have
come to believe that there is no way

It

.to avoid

GAII BE AVOIDED.
People are taught In the "Ills of

Life" how to avoid the ceaseless
drain that catching cold makes upon
the vital organs. Get it and read it
and Judge for yourselves of its value
and practicability. It is Issued by
the Peruna Co. of Columbus, Ohio.

Sprains.Bruises
Stiff Muscles
Joan's Liniment will save
hours of suffering.
For bruise
or sprain it gives instant relief.
It arrests inflammation and thus
reventa more serious troubles
5 eveloping.
No need to rub it
it
acta at once, instantly
relieving the pain, however
severe it may be.
.

in---

HWs Proof

Charier ohnton, p. O. Box IOS, Law
to I Station, N. Y, wriUt: "l sprained
my ankle and dislocated my left hip by
falling oat oí a third atory window six
months ago. I went on crutches for four
months, then I started to use some of
your Liniment, according to your directions, and I must say that it is helping
me wonderfully. I threw my crutches
away. Only used two bottles of your
Liniment and now I am walking quite
wuu wim uno cane, i nerer wiu M without Bloan'i Liniment"

J

AH Dealers,

25c
Send four cents in stamps for a
TRIAL BOTTLE

Dr. Earl S. Sloan, Inc.
Dept. B.

Philadelphia, Pa.

SLOMCS
UJUMEKT

ft
k

KaL.

Kills

Pa in
V

N.

ELEVEN TO HANG
UPON SAME DAY

COLDS THAT KILL
If it be true, as one famous doctor
says, that catching cold can be FAILURE

avoided, think what it means.
ds
of the sickness that now oppresses the people would be avoided.
Serious interference with business.

SPANISH-AMERICA-

Smokeless

''LEADER" and "REPEATER"
TO

ABOLISH

DEATH

The superiority of Winchester
Smokeless Powder Shells is

PENALTY IN ARIZONA WILL
BRING "HANGING BEE."

EXECUTIONS ON DEC.

19

l

II
r

a3c

undisputed. Among intelligent
shooters they stand first in popularity, records and shooting

qualities. Always use them

For- field or Tra) Shooting,

THREE OTHERS WILL FOLLOW
AS RESULT OF ELECTION ON
CAPITAL PUNISHMENT.

Ask Your Dealer For Them.
S33CQ9GQ0Q3CQSCQ0C9CCOeOG0CQ0G3e

Western Newspaper Union News Service.

EASILY UNDERSTOOD

Phoenix, Ariz. Eleven men, six
Americans and five Mexicans, will be
hanged in Florence penitentiary in one
day Dec. 19 for murder. The people
of the state pronounced their doom by
voting against the abolishment of the
death penalty Nov. 3, Gov. George W.
Hunt said, and he therefore will not
Interfere. But R. B. Sims, warden of
the penitentiary, will resign, it is said,
rather than spring the trap which will
drop the eleven condemned men to
death.
Sims did not answer a telegraphic
request for confirmation of the report
of his impending resignation, and Governor Hunt declined to comment upon
it.
Besides the eleven designated for
death Dec. 19, three other men have
been condemned to hang, and the governor declared he would not interfere
in their cases, either.
"The death of these fourteen men
will rest upon the heads of those who
voted against the abolishment of capital punishment," said Hunt. "The defeat of the measure may be attributed
to corporate and Journalistic interests
unfriendly to me, and three or four of
the principal parties who helped to
defeat It should be made to pull the
rope. Also, if the death penalty is a
good thing, the executions should be
made more impressive by erecting the
gallows in the public square."
The "hanging bee" Dec. 19 will be
the first executions under state authority since Governor Hunt assumed office. Two former soldiers, convicted
of murder, were hanged at Globe some
months ago under the authority of the
United States government, but only
after various state officials had
to put them to death.
Governor Hunt had reprieved the
convicted men from time to time, pending the vote, which was taken Nov. 3.
de-cinl-

S

BY ALL

Wireless Signal Sent Out by Ships in
Distress Is Universal Call
for Assistance.
many ship passengers ask the meaning
of the three letters used in the distress signal, "S. O. S." There seems
letters
to be a general opinion that-thare the abbreviation of three separate
words with a definite meaning. Persons of an imaginative trend will tell
you that the letters stand for "Save
our ship," "Send out succor," Sink
or swim," or some such meaning.
The letters signify nothing but that a
ship is in distress and in need of assistance. The call is used by all nations as a universal code, that any
wireless operator, regaVdless of the
language he speaks, can immediately
InasIntercept the call of distress.
counby
all
Is
in
use
much as the call
tries, it can be seen that the signal
can have no meaning in any language.
The character of the code makes it a
call that can be picked up easily from
other signals, being composed of three
dots, three dashes, three dots. Ocean
Wireless News.

m

Send us the name of any responsible party
who Is interested in the purchase of a piano oi
player piano and in the event we sell them an
instrument between now and January 1st, wt
will send you $3 In gold free.
Be sure and give us correct name and address and tell us party's occupation and how
long he has lived In your community.
Our big 1914 Piano, Player Piano and Vio
trola catalogs and full details of our "Easy.
Pay-Plawill be mailed free on application.
Please state which Instrument you are interested in. Write at once. Address
THE

MUSIC COMPANH

KNIGHT-CAMPBE-

"West's largest and Oldest Music House"
DENVER. COLORADI
ESTABLISHED 1874

PATENTS
Bates seasonable.

C--

'.tea

Advice and books f rea
Best servio

Hcbeet reference.

at times

in this age of rush and racket, but it
is quite possible to put on the brake,
as it were, and not let the nerves run
away with us.
Here are a few wise hints on the

subject:
If people fret you, it is not necessary to be
de to them. Try, in'
stead, to avoid them.
Don't read books that irritate you.
Books are plentiful, therefore put
away the offending volume and choose
another.
If a noise at night worries you, don't
let it continue to do 60. Get up and
see to the matter, and put.it right
Don't let yourself get Into the habit
of being bored. It ie not worth while.
When you feel it coming on, plunge
at once Into some task that will take
all your time and energy.
It is better to run away from certain things than let them irritate you.
Such martyrdom is usually unnecessary, and bad for you all round.
Dolled Up.
"Mrs. Judkln read a paper before
the Suffrage club yesterday afternoon."
"Did it show careful preparation?"
"No, but Mrs. Judkln did."

'
His Brand.
said the man from the
ir all the world's a stage, a lot of
Cross-Ba- r
ranch, "we have everything
us
need more rehearsals.
over to Butte that'8 worth while, I
guess. On January 14, we had the
-

"Well,"

world-renowne-

d

January

bell-ringer- s;

Delia Brown, the famous ladyplayer,
and on January 28, grand
production of 'Lewis the Cross-Eye- .'
Believe me, that was great!"
"What did you say was the name of
the play?" asked the easterner.
'"Here she am," said the rancher,
producing a program from his shirt
and pointing to the heading: "Grand
Production of Louis XI."
-

22,

)

y

A GOOD

COtlPLEXIOIl

cornet--

For Her Use7
Mrs. Morlock's birthday was nearly
American Federation Will Hold Next due, and one morning shortly before
Meeting in San Francisco.
that . event George, her young son,
Philadelphia. The American Feder- said:
"Mother, will you give me a dollar?
ation of Labor
all its preswant to get you a birthday presI
ent officers and voted to hold its next
national convention at San Francisco ent."
"That ie very thoughtful of you,
in November, 1915. The officers redear," replied the mother, very much
'
elected are as follows:
you need
President Samuel Gompers, Wash- pleased, "but what is it that
buy?"
to
ington, Cigar Makers' International a dollar
"Well, you see, mother," explained
Union.
price of it.
First Vice President James Dun- the boy, "one dollar Is the mask you
catcher's
dandiest
the
It's
can, Quincy, Mass., Granite Cutters'
ever saw." Harper's Magazine.
International Association.
Second Vice
President James
Luck.
O'Connell, Washington, International
you and Gruet have
Did
Hewitt
Association of Machinists.
shooting trip?
Third Vice President D. A. Hayes, any luck on your
certainly
did; we shot
We
Jewett
Philadelphia, Glass Bottle Blowers' Asus had perof
both
and
other
each
sociation.
policies.
good
accident
fectly
Fourth Vice President Joseph F.
Valentine, Cincinnati, Molders Union
Perhaps some brides blush because
of North America,
the kind of husbands they have
of
Eighth
Vice President William
run to cover.
Green, Ohio, United Mine Workers.
More of us get what we deserve
BloomTreasurer" John B. Lennon,
ington, 111., Journeymen Tailors of than what we want
North America.
Its Kind.
Secretary Frank Morrison, Wash
an annual?"
plant
this
"Is
ington, international Typographical
it's a mornin'-glorain't:
"No.'jt
Union.
Tine."
.

IN GOLD

If You Feel "Nervy."
No one can help feeling so

(

In talking with the wireless operator

GOMPERS AGAIN

5

Shells

Powder

GUARANTEED.

USE ZONA POMADE

the beauty powder compressed with healing
agents, you will never be annoyed by pimples, blackhead3 or facial blemishes. If
not satisfied after thirty days' trial your
dealer will exchange for 50c in other goods.
Zona has satisfied for twenty years try it
at our risk. At dealers or mailed, 50c
ZONA COMPANY, HICiHTA, KANSAS

Salesmen Wanted
This Includes tho Ladles

If you know of any parties who may be

In-

terested in the purchase of a piano or player
piano, write us and we will take their order
or tell you how to take it.
We will save them money and pay you for
services and you should make a nice
Íoar sum for Xmas spending money.
'
The 8telnway, Steck, Stuyvesant, 8troud,
Wheelock and the famous Weber "Pianola"
Pianos, and Fischer, Henry F. Miller, Milton,

Schumann, Smith & Barnes, Strohber, Sohraer,
Werner, the famous Weber and other piano
are sold by us at lowest possible prices and
on convenient terms. We promise better
value than anyone elsej Write us NOW.

Tho Denver Music Company

r

Lf abllshod Over SO Year
1538 Stout St., Denver, Colorada
seip
YOUR

BROOM CORN
TO US FOR BEST RESULTS

CHEAP EFJBScb RATES
LIBERAL LOANS MADE

WRITE

US

COYNE BROTHERS
118 W. SOUTH WATER

ST.,

CHICAGC

HOWARD E. BURTON A8IV6emr.stnd
Specimen prices: Gold, Silver; Lead, tl ;Gold
Silw, 75c; Gold, 60c; Zinc or Copper, $1. MaMu
eavelopeeaad toll price list sent on application

ladvllle. ColO.

Cajrbonu Ka. Bask

RUSSIANS VIH

.

TWO BIG FIGHTS

CROPS SHOW

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

DIG

GAIN

INCREASE

$8,000,000 OVER
YEAR IN COLORADO.

N.

m

LAST

f

GERMAN LOSSES ARE TERRIFIC
IN. TWO ATTEMPTS TO SJORM

Hay and Apples Only Farm Product!
that Show Decrease in Prices In
1914 Compared with 1913.

If lf:4íj?

CRACOW

DEFENSES AND
BREAK THROUGH LINES,

j

TEUTONS SHELL YPRES
FRENCH, TAKE THE IMPORTANT
HEIGHTS NEAR VERDUN AFT-ER

TWO TEUTON BATTER-IEARE ANNIHILATED.

S

Western Newspaper Union New Service. ""

Paris, Nor. 23. An Emden dispatch
last night said the Kaiser was making plans there for a gigantic naval
battle in the North Sea, and that already a host of warships was manned
and awaiting orders to go out Emden is the closest of the Kaiser's naval
ports to British territory and the announcement that many warships were
assembled there came as a surprise
to the allies, who had watched closely
the continuous patrol the British have
kept over that part of the sea. Prince
Henry of Prussia was at Emden for an
inspection of the torpedo and submarine craft.
Ypres City Hall In Ruins.
The Germans began a violent bombardment of Ypres early Sunday, and reports reaching here and
Paris tell of much damage wrought by
the Teuton shells, although it Is said
the great stronghold is still in the
hands of the allies. Early during the
attack a shell fell in the marketplace
in the heart of the city and wrecked
several buildings and wounded many
persons, among them women and children. A few minutes later, the town
hall, the most imposing structure in
the city, was hit by a shell and
London.

Przemysl, the great fortress
the Austrlans, has offered to
surrender if the garrison can march
out with arms. The Russians have refused the terms. Capitulation is
Rome.
held by

Denver. Those crops of Colorado

that last year brought to the farmers
of the state $56,885,502 will have a

London.

The Russians won two de-

cisive fights on the outskirts of Cracow Saturday according to the official
announcement at the war office. This
bit of news was supplemented by the
Russian official ; statement, which
added that northwest of Lodz the enemy had been defeated with enormous
losses.

,...

Corn

Wheat

Oats
Ry

1914.

9,300,000
2,694,000
19,788,000
7,020,000
2,617,560
7.526,000
9,235,620
5,903,200
360,640

M

Promotes
and Rest Contains neither
Opium. Morphine nor Minera

Not

'

73,200
Flaxseed
Total ....... .$64,518.220 156,885,502
The value of this year's crops are
figured at current prices, as ascertained by the government, while those
for the 1913 crops are the final figures for, that year, showing the totals
received for the entire year's production at the market prices that prevailed throughout
the marketing
monthsl It is therefore possible that
the total for 1914 will be increased
before the marketing period is ended.
There has been a remarkable increase this year in the production of
corn, wheat, apples, potatoes and hay,
but In some cases prices are lower
than they were a year ago. In sugar
beets there has been a sharp decrease
in acreage and tonnage, but prices will
be higher than they were in 1913, as
tho sugar content of the beets this
year is much higher than last yeár.
The government gives the following summary of the preliminary estimates of production this year, and
final estimates last year, of important products and farm prices November 1:
CORN-r- -

Colorado-Bush-

1914
1913

........

Bushels, 1914
Bushels, 1913
BARLEY
Bushels, 1914
Bushels, 1913
POTATOES
Bushels, 1914
Bushels 1913
HAY

els,

10,600,000
6,300,000

71c
76c

11,402,000

81c
74c

9,680,000

Narcotic

Pumphtn

Rtihtlh Slltt m.
Anú

SitJ

hyptrmiiU

'

ft IS

Sttd
Cfanittt Sujo
Wmkrfrtt

10,675,000
3,250,000

66c
53c

9,360,000
9,200,000

75c
61c

2,328,000
1,824,000

$8.50
$9.30

3,966,000

TonB, 1914

In

-

Ñú

flavor.

A perfect Remedy for Constipation , Sour Stomach.Diarrhoea,
Worms .Convulsions.Feverlsh- -

Use

ForOver

ncss and LOSS OF SLEEP
FacSimik Signature of

Thirty Years

The Centaur Company.

NEW YORK.

BI1 1 ft
ffl

Guaranteed under the Foodanjj
Exact Copy of Wrapper.

mm eesrraua

c

tomiir, nt

,

.

k. 4,490,000
3,300,000

.60
$1.00
$

..

.
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She, Had Forgotten.
"See here," said Mrs. Gabb. "I got
out your last winter's suit today and
I found a lot of long blonde hairs on
the vest"
Why You'ro Tired Out of Sort
"Well," replied Mr. Gabb, "you seem Tht'
Have No Appetite.
to forget that you were a blonde last
CARTER'S LITTLE,
winter."

Your liver
Is Clogged Up

LIVER PILLS
put you right
will
The Proper Place.
"Thla wall decoration we undertook, in a few days. r
They d
is a fizzle."
duty.. 5.-X y
their
"Yes, we're up against

f

S

it"

.

Damaging.
"Confession is good for the soul."
"Yes, but it is often hard on the

reputation."

Many a man spends all his life
waiting for the unexpected that" never
happens.
Be happy. Use Red Cross Bap, Blue;
much better than liquid blue. DelighU
the laundress. All grocers. Adv.

There may be germs in kisses, but
every girl thinks she is immune.

Mm MqM On

s

UAKItKd

f
lí JA

niTTLE
.liii""
i IVtK
DILLS.
I 1 1

111"

Genuine must bear Signature

TYPHOID

I

no more neceaaarr

Smallpox.

Army
bas demonstrated'

the almost mlraculoaf effi
cacy, and harmleuness, of Antityphoid Vaccmatk.
Be Tacclnated NOW by roar physician, 70a and
your family. It Is more vital than house insurance.
Ask your physician, druggist, or send for "Have
you had Typhoid?" telling of Typhoid Vaccine,
results from use, and danger boa Typhoid Carriers.
THE CUTTM LABORATORY, BCRKHXY, CAL
aoauciaa vacciais Misas sos u. a. tor. uccass

W. N. U., DENVER, NO.

48-19-

14.

TfielF

for anyone, man or. woman.

if digestion is poor, to succeed in business or

socially

or to enjoy life.

Dr.

1

I
I

SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE,

Napoleon so said. Aman
with a weak stomach ia
S
pretty sure to be a poor fighter. It is difficult

almost impossible

I

Biliousness, Indigestion and Sick Headachi

YOUn OWN DRUGGIST WIIX TEIX TOO
Try Murine Kjre Remedy for Red. Weak, Watery
Bret and Granulated Eyelids; No SmartingKye
iuat Ere eomforu Write for Book of the

,

Tons. 1913
APPLES
Bushels, 1914
Bushels, 1913
CLOVER SEED

AM

of

Free. Murine Kjre Remedy Co., Chicago.

47c
46c

12,560,000

TV

pipt eoíd DrsÁmarrmat

1913.
110,436,502
3,300,000
18,240,000
6,980,000
1,820,000
4,699,000
7,551.000
4,697,000
204,000
58,000

Production, per cent
97
of full crop, 1914...
The extreme cold weather, accomper cent
panied by snow, and the exhaustion of Production,
90
of full crop. 1913...
the troops engaged, have virtually
SUGAR BEETS
1,550,000
brought the battle in Flanders and Tons, 1914
1,840,000,
France to a standstill. ,A desultory Tons, 1913 ;.
points
some
artillery duel continues at
Price Oct. 15.
along the wide front and , there has
been an occasional infantry attack, but Curtain Dies from Runaway njuries;
for the last three days the fighting
Boulder. James Curtain, 57, one of
has been mild compared i with the the best known business men in this
fierceness of that which for more than eection of the state, and president of
a. month preceded it.
the Farmers' Land and Water ComTwo German batteries were anni- pany, which has undertaken the
hilated near Verdun. At Ornes, ac- reclamation of more than 3,000 acres
cording to the late official statement, of land near Wellington, died here as
the French army captured important the result of injuries received in a
heights. In the Argonne the Gerr runaway accident at Wellington two
mans were defeated after a violent
months ago. He came to Boulder
counter. The Trench now occupy a eight years ago from. North ville, S. D.
blockhouse and have established & He is survived by a widow and four
'
new line of trenches.
daughters.
;

Signature

Hitm

Potatoes
Barley

OATS

Bears the

Digestion,Cheerful-nes- s

last year:

Bushels,
WHEAT
Bushels, 1914
Bushels, 1913

Always Bought

3 PER CENT
AVetfetable Preparation for Assimilating the Food and Regulating the Stomachs and Bowels of
ALCOHOL--

$64,-618,32- 0,

i

Plot Threatens Czar's Downfall.
Petrograd. It is semiofficially announced that the police have discovered revolutionary plot in which several members of the duma are inA number of arrests have
volved.
been made.

The Kind You Have

E
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value on the farms this year of
according to the November
crop report by the bureau of crop estimates of the United States Department of Agriculture. The increase, 13
per cent, will be distributed among
many mere farmers than had profitable
harvests last year, and the benefits to
the state will therefore be much greater than indicated by the $8,000,000 increase.
The values of those Colorado crops
on which the government has already
made quantitative estimates this year
compare as follows with the. values for
Crop
Sufear beets
Apples
Hay

For Infanta and Children.
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In tablet or liquid form

Pierce's'

Golden Medical Discovery
helps weak stomachs to strong, healthy action-he- lps
them to digest the food that makes the good,
rich, red blood which nourishes the entire body.

This vegetable remedv. to a creat extent, trata
- sViii.iM.1wlii,.iIM.nl...',;
the liver into activity oils the machinery, of
the human system so that those who spend their working hours at the desk,
behind, the counter, or in the home are rejuvenated into vigoróos health.
Has brought relief to many thousands every year for over forty yean. It can
.

relieve yon and doubtless restore to yon your former health and strength. At
least you owe It to yourself to give It a trial. Sold by Medicine Dealers or send 60c for
trial box of Tableta Dr. Pierce's Invalids' Hotel & Surgical Institute. BuffalcsN.Y- Too can have Dr. Pierce's Xomnoa Seass Htdfeal Adviser of 1003 Pije far 81s.

THE SPANISH AM.dIÜAN.

Notice For Publication

Notice of Contest
Department of the Interior
United States Land office,
i
1914
24
Clayton, New Mexico. Oct.
To Andrew M. Fry of Solano N. M.
Contestes:
You are hereby notified that Ora
Jay Bradley who gives Solano N. M.
address, did on ths
as his post-offic- e
data file in this office his duly cor
roborated application to contest and
secure the cancellation of yonr H E
, Serial No. 00404
Entry No.
made Feb. 24 1908, for SI of SEJ and
Si of SWJ. Section 33 Township 20N.
Range 28E. N. M. P. Meridian, and as
grounds for his contest he alleges that
d
said, Andrew Mr Fry has totally
said land for a period of more

'

.

abon-done-

than 5 years.
You are, therefore, further notified
that the said allegations will be taken
as confessed, and your said entry will
be canceled without further right to be
heard, either before this office or on
appeal if you fail to file in this office
within
twenty days after the FOURTH publi
cation of this notice, as shown below
your answer, under oath, specifically
responding to these allegations of contest, together with due proof that you
have served a copy of your answer on
the said contestant either in, person or
by registered mail
You should state in your answer the
e
to which you dename of the
be
sent to you.
to
notices
sire future
Register.
Paz Valverde,
Date of first publication Oct. 31 1914
"
Nov. 7
2d
" 14
"
" 3d
post-offic-

"

"

" 4th

21

Notice For Publication
Public Land

Sale-Isola-

Tract

ted

Department of the Interior'
U. S. Land Office at Clayton. N. M.

Nov.

2 1914.

Department of the interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N.

Notice
M.

Nov. 5 1014.
Notice is hereby given that Martita
B. de Martinez, wife of Miguel Martin
ez, of Leon , N. M. who on Sept
8,1911,
made HE Serial 013842
for Ej-SSec. 3 and SJ SEJ
Sec 3, Township 18 North Range 31 E
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
notice
of intention to make final three year
proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before Juniata G.
Gonzales
U.S.
y
Commissioner at her office at Ga legos
New Mexico on the 21st day of Dec.
.

1914.

Claimant names as witnesses,
Manuel Archuleta, Juan Archuleta,
Cone, N Ai
Cruz Sanchez, Buyeros N M
Apolonio Sandoval, N ara visa, N M
Paz Valverde,
4
2
Register.
11-1-

12-1-

Department of the Interior,
U, S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
28, 1914

Notice is hereby given that Cristobal
Maynes, heir, for heirs of t'atarino
Maynes of Dehaven, N.M. who on
April
'made HE No 02941
i,
andLotsl-2and- 3
for
Sec. 1, Twp 21 N Range 29 E.
has filed notice
N, m.p. Meridian,
of intention to make final five year
proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before Register and
Receiver, U. S. Land office at Clayton, N. M. on the 15th day of Dec.
3,

SEi-NW-

Claimant name3 as witnesses:
Juan F Maynes, Filadelfo Gonzales,
Julian Gonzales. Pasamonte, N. M.
Angelio de Herrera, Dehaven, N. M.
Paz Valverde,

2
Register
is. hereby given that as
directed by the Commissioner of the
Genera! Land Office, under provisions
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
of Act of Congress approved June 27
Department of the Interior.
I90H f 34 Stats. 517 1, pursuant to the
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,
application of Herman Goodman, of
Nov. 18, 1914.
Roy, N. M. Serial No. 018266, we will
Notice is hereby given that Antonio
offer at public sale, to the highest bidArguello,
of Sabinoso, N.M.
$1.75
at,
per
less
acre
than
not
but
der,
Feb. 15, 1910, made HE.
on
who
M.
29th
on
day
the
A.
At ten o'clock
012670
Sec. 25
for Ni-SSerial
No.
office,
the
of December, 1914, at this
26
1
Section
following tract of land.
Twp 17 N.' Range 24E. N. M. P.
Sec. 17, Twp. 19 N, Rng26E MeridiaD has filed notice of intention
J
N. M. P. Meridian.
to make three Year Proof , to establish
Any persons claiming adversely the claim to the land above described, be
U. S. Commissioner F. H
land are advised to file
their claims, or objections, on or be- Foster, at his office, at Roy, N. M.
on the 9th day of Jan. 1915.
fore the time designaten for sale.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Paz Valverde.
Cipriano Lujan,
2
Register. Jose Ignacio Baca,
4
Jaramillo,
Edwardo
Frank Lujan,
Spanish-AmericaTo be published in the
11--

12-1-

14

.

NJ-SE-

Nl-SE-

above-describ-

fore

ed

'

11-1-

12-1-

published at Roy, N. M.

all of Sabinoso N. M.
Paz Valverde,
11-2- 8

12-2-

Register,

6

Compliment to Nature.
"Oh, do look

at that dear little

lamb!" said Frances, on seeing a
young lamb for the first time In her
life. "Isn't it pretty?" asked mamma.
"Yes; and it is so natural, too. It
squeaks just like a toy lamb, and has
the same sort of woe: on its back."

60

T
i

YEAÜ3

Vr EXPERIENCE
I

Touching.
A teacher trying to impress on her
children the Tightness of kindness
toward all animals, took them for a
ing the lesson .home to
walk, to

Trade Marks
Designs
Copyrights Ac
Anyone lending a sketch and description ml
qolokly oaoertsln our opinion free whether ttf
-

--

them. Hi ing a scream from little
Johnny, she asked: "What's the mat
ter, Johnny?" "I've been sitting on a
hornet," was the tearful response,
"and I'm afraid I've hurt the poor
thing." Delineator.

.

of the Interior.

t

'

post-offlc-

1914.

"Tt.

Invention it probably patentable. Communication strictly conadentlal. HANDBOOK on Patentl
Oldest agency for securing: patents.
Patentl taken through Munu & Co. recelvt
jMCtat notice, without charge, in the

handsomely Illustrated weekly. Lanreat ct
dilation of any sclentiSo Journal. Terms, 13 1
year; four months, $! Sold by all newsdealers,
A

MM

BraiMh

Co.38jBarotwal

NewJfort.

post-offic-

ce

post-offic-

post-offic-

--

Oct-24,19-

'

S.Land

U.

Office

at Clayton, N.

M.

Oct. 5,1914.
Notice is hereby given that Frank B,
Pugh, of Roy N M who on Sept. 2 '11
made HE No. 013802 for SWJ Sec 15
Twp. 20 N. Range 27 E. N. M. P
Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make three Year Proof, to
establish claim to the land above C. E Anderson & Sons, Propr's,
described, before U. S. Commissioner Well Equipped with Power Machinery
F. H. Foster, at Roy, N. M., on the for all kinds of Shop work
General Blacksmithing,
9th day of Dec. 1914.
witnesses':
as
names
Claimant
Engine and Automobile Work,
Bowman,
Wm
Hutchison
George
Wagon and , Carriage Work
R w Boulware
B F Emerson

Variety
Machine
Works,

all of Roy, N.
10-3-

tent free.

Scientific American.

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
October , 14, 1914.
To Grover A, Lackey, c5328 of
Roy,N. M.,Contestee:
You are
hereby notified that Louise Fluhmann, who gives Mills, New Mexico,
e
as her
address, did on Oct.
6. 1914, file in this office her duly
corroborated application to contest
and secure the cancellation of your
Homestead Entry, No.
Serial
No. 0109:5.' made Mar. 25, 1910, for
the Si, Sec. 11, Twp. 22n , Rng 26E,
NMP Meridian, and as grounds for
her contest
she alleges that said
Grover A. Lackey has wholly failed to
comply with the law under which he Is
seeking title; thathe has wholly abandoned his said H. E.; thathfe has failed to reside upon, cultivate or im- prove the same; that the above mentioned defects exist and have existed
for more
than Three years last
past and up to the date hereof.
You are, therefore, further notified
that the said allegations will be taken
by this office as having been confessed
by you, and your said entry will be
canceled thereunder without your further right to be heard therein, either
before this office or on appeal, if you
fail to file in this office within twenty
days after the FOURTH publication of
this notice, as shown below your answer, under oath, specifically meeting
and responding to these allegations
of contest, or if you fail within that
time to file in this office due proof that
you have served a copy of your answer on the said contestant either in
person or by registered mail. If this
service is made by the delivery of a
copy of your answer to the contestant
in person, proof of such service must
be either the said contestant's written
acknowledgment of his receipt of the
copy, showing the date of its receipt,
or the affidavit of the person by whom
the delivery was made stating when
and where the copy was delivered; if
made by registered mail, proof of
such service must consist of the atlk
davit of the person by whom the copy
was mailed stating when and the post-offito which it was mailed, and this
affidavit must be accompanied by the
postmaster's receipt for the letter.
You should state in your answer
e
the name of the
to which
you desire future notices to be sent to

You are,, therefore further notified
that the said allegations will be taken
by this office as having been confessed
by you, and your said entry will be
cancelled thereunder without your
further ri.yhttobe heard therein, either
before this office or oh appeal, if you
fail to file in this office within twenty
days after the FOURTH publication of
this notice as shown below, your answer under oath, specifically meeting
and responding to these allegation of
contest, or if you fail within that time
to file in this office dne proof that you
have served a copy of your answer on
the said contestant either in persoii or
by registered mail. If this service is
made by the delivery of a copy of
your answer to the contestant in person, proof of such service must be
either the said contestant's wfitten
acknowledgement of his receipt of the
copy, showing the date of its receipt, or
the affidavit of the person by whom the
delivery was made stating when and
where the copy was delivered; if made
by registered mail, proof of s.ich ser
vice must consist of the affidavit of the
person by whom the copy wa mailed
e
to
stating when and the
which it was mailed, and this affidavit
must be accompanied by the postmas
ter's redeipt for the letter.
. You should state in your answer the
name of the post office to which you
desire future notices to be sent to you you.
Paz Valverde, Register
Paz Valverde,
1914
31
Register
Date of first publication Oct.
" " 2d
Nov. 7 "
Date of 1st publication
" 2nd
14 "
" " 3d
Oct. 31, 1914
"
21 "
" 3rd
" Nov. 7,1914
4th
"
"
4th
14, 1914.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,
.

1914.

Notice

Notice of Contest.

U. S. Land Office, Clayton N. M.
'
Oct. 21 1914.
To Edward V. Morgan of Roy, N M
Contostee:
You are hereby notified that Helen
Fluhmann who gives Mills N. M. as
e
her
address, did on Oct. 15
1914, file in this office her duly corroborated application to contest and secure the cancellation of your HE Serial No. 013086 made April 5, 1911, for
the NEt and the NWJ Section 11
Township 22 N. Range 26E. N. M. P.
Meridian, and as grounds for her contest she alleges that Edward V, Morgan has wholly abandoned his said
H. E.; that he wholly failed to comply
with the law under which he is seeking
title; that he has failed to reside upon, 'Cultivate or improve the samejthat
ihe above mentioned defects exist and
hae existed formore than thres years
last past and up to the date hereof
Oct. 2o

Notice For Publication,

Oct.

Departr-ien-

of Contest

D

1

M.

Paz Valverde,
Register.

11-2- 8

.S. Durrin,

Attorney at Law,
U,

a Specialty.

:
.

S, Comnjissioner,

Solano, New Mex.

Horse Shoeing, Pump and
Band-saand Planer
Work.
Pipe-Fittin-

All

g.

Work Guarantied,

Roy New

Mex- -

THE

About Machín

Guns.

Every day in the newspapers there
crop tip Incidents dealing with the effect of machine-gufire, and an enormous number- of these weapons are
doing their deadly work today.
In the British army the machine
gun is the Maxim; the French use the
y
Hotchkiss, or Puteaux; Austrians
the Schwarzlose, and Germans
the Maxim. In all cases machine guns
are attached to the infantry forces,
usually at the proportion of two guns
per battalion, or 1,000 men.
These guns fire rifle cartridges at
Immense speed by mechanical means,
and usually the kick, or recoil, of the
gun is used for the purpose of reloading. It is interesting to note that in
s
a test 42 British
shots engaged against a machine gun, each
firing at the same target for one minute, the gun discharged 228 rounds
and made 69 hits, the 2 marksmen
discharged 408 rounds and made 62

OF INTEREST TO ALL
NEW MEXICO

n

first-clas-

hita.

The First Symptom.
The church of a small town in the
plant inmalaria country had a hot-ai- r
stalled as a provision for cold weather, saye a contemporary. On the Sunday when the new appliance was first
used, a widow and her
n
son came from their
home, several miles away, to attend
the service. As luck would have it,,
the usher escorted the pair to a pew
that was directly over a register. Presently, as the janitor fed the furnace in
the basement below, the boy began
to wriggle and twist. .
"Ma," he whispered, T got to gp!
I ain't feelin' well."
"What's the matter?" inquired his
mother. "Air you flxin' to have another spell?"
"Yessum; must be;" said the sufferer. "I kin feel the fever comln up
my laigs." Youth's Companion.
yellow-skinne-

ague-stricke-

No, Alonzo, a girl isn't necessarily
careless because her shoes are always
becoming untied. She inay have a
:
pretty ankle.

Pleasure and duty are a hard pair
to drive in double harness.
Love, being blind, never sees itself
as others see it.

Quick
Accurate
Thinking
does much to make the
difference
between success
and failure.

And the food a person
eats goes a long way toward
deciding the difference.

THE J.

STATE NEWS

-

em-plo-

SPANISH-AMERICA-

MORE

FOOD
with its delicious flavour
and rich in the concentrated, nourishing elements --of
whole wheat and malted

barley, is the favorite
breakfast cereal of
sands of successful
and women

thou-

men

"There's a Reason"
for
Grape-Nut- s

;

sold by Grocers.

SPANISH-AMERICAN-

PEOPLE

Unofficial

Western Newspaper Union News Service.

cans,

Melrose Is ready to ship eighty-nincara of broom corn.
Albuquerque will have a new Y. M.
C. A. building costing $73,000.
Silver City and the nearby towns
have contributed to the war orphans
of Europe approximately $444.
Six hundred and forty pounds of ore
recently taken from the Langston
mine at Pinos Altos netted $16,000 In
e

A CHILD?

g

x

$126,-075.9-

Santa Fé.
resentatives
co will- be composed of twenty-ninRepublicans, eighteen Democrats, one
Progressive and one Socialist.
This is in accordance with the unofficial figures now at hand, which include the complete returns from
counties. The
twelve of the twenty-sithirty-ninprecincts now missing are
not believed to be. important enough
to change the results In any of the
fourteen counties still incomplete.
Only four of the members elect of
the new House served In the first and
They are
Becond State Legislatures.
Garcia, of Bernalillo county; Smith, of
Luna county; Skidmore, of Colfax
county, and Mullins, of Chaves county. Outside of these four, the only
other members elect who have had legislative experience in New Mexico are
Gallegos, of Guadalupe, and Martinez,
-

it

"I

took your 'Compound and have a fine,
strong baby." Mrs.

John Mitchell,

e

"Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound is a
wonderful medicine for
expectant mothers."
Mrs. A. M. Myers,
Gor-donvil- le,

Mo,

e

of Taos.
An Interesting feature in connection

" I highly recommend
Lydia E. Pinkham's Veg
etable Compound before
MÍÍmi

,,
it has done so
much for me. "-E.
M.Doerr, R. R. 1,
child-birth-

Mrs.

Con-shohock- en,

Pa.

" I took Lydia E. Pink-

Mrs.MoseDlakelt

s.

The four men now mentioned prominently for the speakership of the next
House are Seeundino Romero, Nestor
Montoya, E. P. Davíés and Malaquias
Martinez.
The members elect of the next
House follow:
1st Dist., Valencia

County

Apolonio A. Sena, R.; Seeundino Romero, R.
7 th. Mora
Alfredo Lucero, R.; Antonio Medina, R.
8th, Colfax J. R. Skidmore, R.; L. I.
Taylor, R.
9th, Taos Malaquias Martinez, R.;
A. B. Trujlllo, R.
10th, Sandoval Celso Sandoval, Prog.
11th, Union G. C. Smith, D.; Serapio
Miera, D.
12th, Torrance Federico Chaves, R.;
J. M. Casaus, D.
13th, Guadalupe
14th, McKinley G. N. Fleming, R.;
Remigo Mirabel, R.
15th, Dona Ana Jose Gonzales, R.;
J. C. Relnburg, R.
16th, Lincoln John Y. Hewitt, D.
17th, Otero W. P. Rutherford, D.
18th, Chaves G. T. Veal, D.; G. T.
Black, D.; J. W. Mullins. D.
19th, Eddy M. P. Skeen, D.; R. C.
Dow, D.

20th, Roosevelt R. G. Bryant, D.
21st, Luna S. G. Smith, D.
22nd, Grantv-- R.
R. Ryan, D.; T. W.
.
"Holland, D.
23rd, Sierra F. M. Bojorqüez, D.
24th, San .Juan J. M. Palmer, R.
25th, Quay Henry Swan, D.; J. H.
Welch, D.
26th, Curry W. C. Tharp, Soc.
27th (Floating), Rio Arriba, Sandoval Mariano G. Montoya, R.
28th (Floatirfg), Torrance, Santa Fe,
Guadalupe Edward P. Davies, R.
,29th, San Miguel, Guadaloupe
Gallegos, R.
30th, Lincoln, Otero, Socorro Flavio
Vigil, R.
'
Figures on the state and congressional candidates are still coming in,
and show, so far, that for, congressman, "Hernandez received 22,543 and
Mr. Fergusson 18,150; Wilson 1,579
Cres-cencia-

and Metcalf 1,014. For corporation
commissioner Mr. Williams received
21,215; Mr. Hill 18,959, McTeer 1,500,
and Welsh 993. The Hernandez plurality, therefore, as canvassed is 4,393,
that of Williams 2,256.
Constitutional Amendment No. 1
a majority of 7,247, 18,631
being cast for it and 11,384 against
it. Amendment No. 2 carried by 4,417
majority, 17,668 being cast in favor of
it and 13,251 against it. The third
amendment carried by 5,378, there
being for it 16,976 and against it

Com-

"I took your

Com-

pound before baby was
born and feel I owe my

life to it "Mrs. Winnie

Ttllis, Winter Haven,
Florida.

Narciso

R.
Francis, R.; Teófilo Chaves y Luna,
2nd, Socorro County Abran Abeyta,
R.; Nestor P. Eaton. R.
3rd, Bernalillo Edward A. Mann, K.;
Nestor Montoya, R.; Rafael Garcia, D.
4th, Santa Fe A. B. Renehan, R.;
Perfecto Gallegos, R.
5th, Rio Arriba Enriauez Jacquez,
R.; J. P. Lujan, R.
6th, San Miguel Fred O. Blood, R.;

the

pound whenever I have
a chance. It did so much
for me before my little
girl was born." Mrs.
E. W. Sanders, Rowles-bus- g,
W. Va.

Spanish-American-

Spanish-American-

ham's Vegetable Compound to build up my
system and have the
dearest baby girl in the
world." Mrs. Mose
Blaxeley, Imperial, Pa.

"I praise

with the new House is the fact that it
s
will include more
In many
Assembly
any
State
than
years. The list shows a total of twenty-six

Mas-sen-a,

N. Y.

x

.

Articles of incorporation were filed
with the State Corporation Commission by the Bear Creek Cattle Company, an organization with a capital
stock of $250,000.
Dr. C. C. Gordon, city physician of
las Vegas, has filed a complaint
against Mrs. J. R. Clevenger, who recently shot her children,-charginher
with being insane.
The first silo in the Carlsbad district, at the big farm of the Carlsbad
Plantation and Orchard Company,
southwest of town, has been filled
with 125 tons of silage.
United States District Judge William H. Pope at Santa Fó sentenced
Max Chaves, convicted of selling
liquor to Indians, to ninety day3 in the
penitentiary and'i$100 fine.
it is reported artesian water has
been struck at the Bell ranch, a few
miles north of Montoya, at about sixty
feet. A flow was encountered that
outputs about a gallon a minute.
In a report filed with the State Corporation Commission, the Denver &
Rio Grande railway shows that the
change In train service on the Santa
Fé branch will saye the road $889.85
monthly.
At the beginning' of November the
county treasurers of the twenty-siNew Mexico counties had on hand a
6
total of $1,464,051.05. This was
less than at the opening of the
previous month.
The traveling auditor's office has inaugurated an investigation of the
books of Taos county, and T. J. Guil-foand E. A. Mossman, accountants
of that office, left, Santa Fé for Taos
to start the examination.
A fine modern hotel will at once
be built on one of the principal streets
of Las Cruces by prominent business
men of Las Cruces and El Paso, with
additional capital arranged for with a
largo financial institution of an east-fer- n
state. The plans are all prepared.
Miss C. D. True of Santa Fé, while
in Denver told the managers of the
Red Cross Sewing and Knitting Guild
of that city she was ready to contribute two cars of Mexican beans,
grown in this state, toward the relief of those suffering for lack of food
in Belgium.
How ranges which ordinarily can not
be grazed because of inadequate water facilities can be opened up for
stock, is told by the Department of
Agriculture in Farmers' Bulletin No.
592 on the development and improvement of stock watering places upon
national forests.

Many women long for children, but because of
ome curable physical derangement are deprived
of this greatest of all happiness.
The women whose names follow were
to normal health by Lydia E. Pinkham's restored
Vegetable Compound. Write and ask them about

The next House of Repof the state of New Mexi-

The resignation of Gerald H. Buxton
as United States commissioner at Buxton, San Miguel county, was received
at Santa Fé.
It is reported at Santa Fé that the
forest headquarters for the Carson
Forest have been moved from Tres
Piedras to Taos.
The most disastrous prairie fire for
several years, originating some where
in the Palouse valley, swept the country east of Abbott for many miles.
The' completion of the state bridge
across the Rio Puerco has reopened
the "Sunset Route," as the highway
through that part of New Mexico la
known.

18

Returns Give 29 Republi.
Democrats, 1 Progressive,
and 1 Socialist.

Western Newspaper Union News Service.

gold.
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THAN
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FOR MANY YEARS.

il

Grape-Nut- s

MSLATURE HAVE YOU

The Opportunist
Mary, how would you
five apples among six children?
Mary Make apple sauce.

Teacher

Ten smiles for a nickel. Always buy Red
Bag Blue; have beautiful, clear
white clothes. Adv.
Cross

Just about the time a man has the
world at his feet he wakes up.
A soft berth is always one
somebody else has.

that
'

A good cigarette

must be made of pure

tobacco and the most choice
leaf. Such is Fatima the
most popular, mild Turkish-blencigarette, now smoked
almost universally in this

d

Country

!

"Distinctively

Individual"

If you cannot secure Fatitna Cigarettes from
your dealer, we will be pleased to send you
three packages postpaid on receipt of SOc.
Address

Fatima Dept.. 212 Fifth Ave.. New YorlcN.Y.

ftfeUffíacco (Sr.

3

tí.

THE

BPAHISIl-ALlERlJAl-
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-
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'i.

"Where your Dollar does the most"

11 Te

Roy Trust & Savings
Bank

are now located in the new

Vv building down town and we
have a New Stock of almost everything you need.
Call and see our

"Safty First" For Your Funds
and Sincere Helpful Service
Our Watchwords.
We
Want Your Account.
Remember o Regar
"Our Bank" as
YOUR BANK

New Stock
And be convinced that for quality and low price, we are-- -'

Strictly In Line.
.Brown-Davi- s

r

Mercantile Co.
ROY.

:i
V

New Mexico.

The

Women Must Say "Obey."
See our new line of Ladies
Church of England bishops recently
considered an amendment offered by Cloaks for Fall and winter.
the bishop of Lincoln to eliminate the
Goodman Merc. Co.
use of the word "obey" by women In
the marriage service. The, bishop of
Improved on Old Superstition.
Winchester said: "I cannot help thlnk
lng it is a regrettable thing that .the
The first time pigs cross your
word should continue. I cannot say threshold make them jump over your
that without saying that In an ideal pants' belt, or your wife's garter, or
marriage service I should desire to the maid's apron; then they will come
see some reference to the leadership home regularly. A. plan now In use
of the man In the home." And then among
American farmers Is
the bishops avoided a decision by hav- to keep the pigs In regular pens and
ing the amendment withdrawn; .,
feed them twice a day. It is regarded
as a scheme more popular with tho
wife and the maid. The other way is
Cheerful.
,
recorded as being a German one.
Widowed Servant (who has received
a wreath from her mistress) "I don't
thank yu, mum. I
know 'ow to
Ta Srfghten Cc!ors.
'o o ope to do the same for you
Pink, green and colored linens in
some day."
general can have their hues prfiserved
when being laundered by the addition
Baseball Merely an Infant.'
of a little fruit coloring added to tho
When we consider that cricket was rinsing water. The colors will then be
played In the reign of Queen Eliza- as fresh and bright as when new.
beth and that tennis was popular
when Catherine de Medici was in the
height of her power, baseball is' mereWould Revise Old Adage.
ly In Its Infancy. Football wás popu" 'Save the pennies' may be good
lar with the Greeks and Romans. They
says the Alfalfa Sage, "but I still
actually played it in ihuch the same contend that it is better to save the
fori" as soccer is played today.
dollars."
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time and save telegraphic delays.

s

get your answer at same
'

ROY, N. M.
r

Private Line
$3.00 per mo.

.y

DateS-Depend- able

l

Work at Reasonable Prices.
Teeth Extracted Without Pain.

o

Local Busines
$2.50 per m
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Some Facts Concerning
Your Watch
THE BALANCE WHEEL, m modern watches,
makes one revolution each time the watch ticks
The watch ticks 5 times each second; 300 times in
one minute; 18,000 times in one hour; 432.000
tintín
one day, and 157,680,000 times in one year

A Variation of

in the vibration of the

Office and EXCHANGES AT

Local Residedce
$1.50 'per mo.

:

11

ft

Now connected with Solano and Mosquero, on the South.
Mills, Abbott, Jaritas, Chico, Taylor and Springer,
on the North

Do your business by phone and

9-10--

Office with Dr. M. D. GIBBS.
01 rcioiicik
)HtznlfoTfcz51
30E

Roy Telephone Company

Connected with all Bell Long Distance
Telephone Lines

Will be in ROY Dec.
& 12 to do your Dental work.
i p a Fcr
Watch

Part

hair spring which, controls
balance wheel will make a difference oí 15 min per davthe
If the watch owner will stop to think a moment h
will see that it is necessary to give his watch irood
treatment in order to get good time out of it.
J. S. ALBERTSON, Jeweler

it
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THE SPAlnsn.AMEMOAK.

CONTRAST
1

BERTHA KRUPP, GUNMAKER

f

f.

It Is a strange thing that in the
great European war one side personifies its destroying force as a charming

young woman and the other as a venerable old gentleman.
It is "Bertha Krupp" who fights
for the Germans and "Papa Creusot"
who fights for the French. The German soldiers often say "Bertha is talking again" when they hear the shriek
of the terrible Krupp guns and the
French soldiers say "Papa Creusot is
giving the Germans a lesson."
Of course, everybody knows that
Bertha Krupp is the principal heiress
of the great Krupp gun works at Essen, probably the greatest establishment of its kind in the world. The
name "Papa Creusot" isjreally taken
from the place Le Creusot where
the French guns are made.
The Baroness Bertha Krupp von
Bohlen, or, as she will always be
known, Bertha Krupp, is unassuming,
charitable and beloved by all those
who have the fortune to know her. Bertha is one of two sisters, the only
children of the late Alfred Krupp, the gunmaker of Essen. Because of the
fact that the kaiser, recognizing the gunmaker was an important factor in the
empire, acted as godfather to Bertha, she has received more attention and is
better known than her sister. The young matron is noted for the charities'
,

MAN OF THE HOUR IN TURKEY
Enver Pasha, minister of war,
leader of the Young Turk party ard
of the sultan, stands forth
Just now ás the most prominent figure in the Ottoman empire. He is
one of the four actual directors of the
destinies of Turkey, and the most
forceful of the three. He is said to
be consumed by ambition and to believe himself to be a man of destiny.
He affects the genius of Napoleon, and
dreams in secret of converting, the
actual Ottoman directory into a consulate. In the role of first consul he
would then change the consulate into
an empire, following the example of
Bonaparte.
Enver, who was born in Roumella
only thirty-fiv- e
years ago, is the hero
of the Trlpolitan war. Also he was
the assassin of Nazim Pasha, the gen-eralissimo of the Turkish army. Nazim belonged to. the Old Turk party.
Honest, patriotic and brave, he represented the very best in the Turk. His
atrocious assassination doubtless was designed to open the way
the members of the directory. They have spilled the blood of
saries ruthlessly and many shocking murders are laid at their
people hate them bitterly and the sultan fears them intensely,
that they have been slain would cause no surprise at any time.
and relatives of Nazlm are many.
son-in-la-

CHILD'S PLAID DRESS

COLORS

IN

w

OPPOSING MATERIALS ASSOCIATED WITH MUCH SUCCESS.

In

White afkd Black In Combination Is
One of the Smartest and Most
Pleasing Illustration Gives
an Idea of the Effect.
Nothing that concerns fashion is
more interesting than the amazing
way in which apparently opposing
materials are placed together with results that leave no question as to
their success. And colors with what
recklesa abandon are the strongest
contrasts brought into pleasing proximity.
There is no contrast so striking as
pure white and lustrous black, and in
this season the combination bids fair
to remain inordinately smart. The
sketch presents a clever use of black
and white in a coat and skirt costume. These long,
coats
are extremely stylish, following the
Unes of the redingote and polonaise,
while showing the ' military influence
so noticeable In most of the present-daclothes.
In this case the coat is of oyster
white broadcloth with white fur collar and cuffs.
The fronts are cut
short at the waist line (slightly empire) and cross each other at an angle
with a close line of cloth covered ball
butt(is as a fastening. Below the
waist the skirt portion of the coat is
cut out, leaving a panel-likopening
broken at the hipline by a loosely
knotted sash of
either
end of which is started Just over the
hips, between the stitching together
of the skirt and body of the coat.
The skirt is of black velvet, very
full-skirte-
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self-materia- l,

Very, very dark green formed the
ground of this wool plaid and was
crossed by lines of red and white.
The frock was made in Russian style,
with an invisible closing at the center
front and two box plaits running
from shoulder to hem in front and
back. A sash of red moire is drawn
beneath these plaits anl knotted to
the left of the front. The little white
lawn collar and cuffs have an embroidered design picked out in red.
The bonnet worn with this was covered in black velvet, and the joining
of crown and brim was hidden beneath a plaited ribbon of red more
with ends and loops falling at the
back.

HINTS FOR THE MIDDLE AGED
Black Net and Chantllly Lace Again
In Fashion Gown
of Ribbed
Violet Velvet and Crepe.

S) 4 rJiL. m

There is always a period of indecision, more or less, and this is never
more so than with the woman of middle age who is very particular about

of empire to
their adverdoors. The
so the news

The friends

WHEN KEY PITTMAN WAS IN NOME
In the early and rough days of
Nome, Alaska, Key Pittman, who now
is the junior senator from Nevada,
served a term as prosecuting attorney. Naturally he acquired a large
acquaintance among the lawless element and its members, in turn, gained
a high respect for the legal abilities
Of the man who sent so many of them
to jail. The quite natural result was
that after his term as prosecuting attorney closed he found himself in command of a large criminal practice.
Among his clients were a number of
the leaders of the rough and morally
irresponsible crowd who turned to
him to extricate them from the troubles in which they frequently found
themselves. Too often, however, they
failed to pay the lawyer for his services, and finally Mr. Pittman grew
tired of working for thein for nothing.
In those days in Nome coal was
sold largely by the sack and was very
valuable. Shortly after the arrest of
theft of 18Q of these precious sacks,
the
for
shady
character
notoriously
a
Pittman tq retain hte services.
to
pals
came
man's
accused
the
of
one
"Look here, Jack," replied Pittman. 'I'm tired of working for you crooks
fjpr nothing. I'm neither a millionaire nor a philanthropist You get some
one else to defend Chick."
"We'll pay you for this," replied Jack. "We're got the stuff to do it."
"Is Cbick innocent?" queried Pittman.
"Sure, be's as innocent as a babe," came the encouraging reply.
"Well, how much do I get for defending him,?"
Jlr. Pittman, if you get Chick oil well give you halfthe caai."

her clothes. At the same time clothes
must be bought.
Black net and chantllly lace have
returned to fashion. In materials, too,
the silk voiles, plain and embroidered,
will make gowns that can be worn
both afternoon and evening.
One of the best of these new models is a black satin dress with a long,
full tunic of black filet net banded at
the hem of three spaced velvet bands,
each about five inches broad. The
corsage, instead of surplice fronts, has
wide surplice satin bands that start
from a yoke each side of the fronts,
cross, tie loosely, dropping in the
back.
Another gown, in a reddish violet, la
of ribbed velvet and crépe. The drop
n
skirt Is of the velvet; there is a
tunic all box plaited. There
is a long one In front, with two at the
back, one longer than the front tunic,
the other overlapping it and stopping
some inches short of knee length.
These have picot edges. The, basque
is of the velvet and is draped surplice
to the waist line and wrinkled beneath. The idea is to get an almost,
but not quite, fitted long corsage that
passes over the skirt The surplice
edges are outlined with brown fur
.
bands.
three-sectio-

Charming Effect in Black and White.
simply made, with a few evenly arranged folds of fullness around the
belt. By topping it with a brocaded
or oddly embroidered girdle a fascinating glimpse of the same will
show just under the slanting waistline of the coat.
And in these little things, as well
as the big ones, each new model is
distinctive; the commonplace does
not even have to be considered. We
have to look back over the past ten
years to actually realize how different this year is from others In matters of dress. Washington Star.

To Clean Black Satin.
Peel and slice two large raw potatoes, put Into a pint of water jwith a
pinch of salt and let stand all night
Next morning sponge the satin on the
right side with this mixture and wjpe
lightly with a cloth. Then iron on the
1
wrong side.
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LOCAL NEWS

John Russell came in Tuesday
B. C. Jordan
with his
son-in-law-

,

i

.

and W. A, Deb

o ice

as witnesses

Commercial

and made .proof on his claim.

Dr. S. Locke anmmncies thai lu'
Geo. Wortman, who has bt?en will be in Hoy December
to ca e for the needs of his
visiting his" brother Hurry, rePatrons in the Dental Line.
turned to Dawson Monday.
Save up your teeth troubles
lev. Price of Roy preached au t il he comes.
excellent sermon at Liberty last
Sunday,
There has been a lot of petty
thieving around town of late
Mrs. F. M. Ogden entertained which will get
some one into
a number of friends to a turkey
trouble yet. If the town were
dinner Thanksgiving day.
Incorporated and we had a good
Some people of this" Valley are set of officers it would result in
suffering with the "Foot and much belter conditions.
mouth disease", of which our.
Mr. find Mrs. Chas a! Baker
worthy editor - spoke of in his
of Springer drove to' visit their
last issue.
c'aim at ?vlar:o Tuesday, They
Mr. Marks who has beeivquite favored the S.A. with a short
ill with typhoid pneumonia is re- call en route. Both ate looking
covering.
well and claim they are enjoying

rHotét

;

Mrs John O. Gallegos, Prop.

The amount of nay that has
been baled and hauled to Roy FirsfClass Meals,' Goó I Rooms,
this fall is an irinovatiqn. There
Competent Service..::
is more feed in sightit present Great-Wester- n
Block .
than was ever known here before
Roy, N. M.
and this is but a small beginning
f what there is to be.
Despite the prophesies to tli
contrary this is a farming country and the difference between a Modern Equipmeiit,
man with ten thousm.d head of
Coil in N. 11
Largest
Graduate Nurses.
cattle and a thousand inen with v
ten head of cattle each and sup
Drs. Noble & Doughty;
porting a family with them will
N. M
TUCUMCARI, :
be demonstrated here as it has.
in all the other states.
'

Tucumcari Hospital
X-Ra-

y

THE ROY

BARBER SHOP

ben getting out a' lot
of printir g' for the Roy Trust
and Savings Bank this week and Charles Weatherill, Prób.
it seems that running this paper New Balh Room and up-tlife.
is getting to be a bigger job all date Fixtures.
Mr. Patricks of Roy is assistthe time. We hope to get to
ing James Christman in putting
A modern Barber Shop.
STRAYED OR STOLEN:
that Special Issue soon but can't
up his feed.
Brown Mare, 6 yrs. old, white neglect work th.tt has a dollar in
Marks End of Childhood.
stripe in forehead, one white it for us
is a lot of
Children pass out of a stage opn,
The new well drill recently hind foot. Reward for informa
h:ird work to do before the spec ptaiUU'ul, exquisitely simple into tV
purcuased by Mitchell & Christ tion.
lenses and discretions beneath ftO
Address Box 202,
ial can come out.
imyoLcd and artificial life. And the
man arrived Monday and was unRoy. N. M
an lost. Out of tUe finished, carefuV
loaded this week. It is a line
wi, '.chful, restrained man and wom4
machine and in the hands of exCONCRETE
WOKK:
iu, child emerges again. "The Pa
Parties
Lawrence Fliess and his little
d
perts it should deliver the yood niece came down on the motor- h aving con c re te work to o shou d siviiate Friends."
Mr. Christman has had a large cycle Tuesday morning toattend see Rocq Reeder, for estimates.
experience in drilling oil wells, services as St. George's church. He is an expert in the use' of Con
and his secletion of a machine The young lady was the guest of crete.
proves he knows what is needed Mr.s. Ethel Harper while in the
Adv.
here.
city.
HOGS FOR SALE - 40 to 50
head, some fat and ready to butch
Emilia Romero Proprietors
er, some good brood sows, shoats
Good Meals. 25 cts
Mostly well Vbred
and pigs.
EE
EE
Duroc Jerseys.
We r'eed you well and treat ou right','.
J. M. Geonre,
Across from the Bank, Roy.N. M.We have

o

J

and-ther-

I

The Roy
Restaurant

Come tu the

'I

J.
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Roy, N M.
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o Da.vénport Bro's Prop's.
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o
Roy,
N.M
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o
o
Livery
Automobile
o Autos housed and cared for
Q
Repair work by experts.
o
o Te m Livery in connection, Good rigs
o
n and teams.
o
o
o We have added a Feed- -

FOR YOUR

Groceries, Hardware and Harness
.

Also Harness and Shoes Repaired

We Pay Highest Market Price
For Produce
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Fresh and Cured Meats,
Fresh Bread, every day
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Corn-Shell-

er

Equipment and
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o to our
o will do Custom Grinding, o
o Corn Meal a Specialty. Prices, Right. Work Guaranteed, x
o
Building. Near the Depot. O

O

Woodwar d&Kidd

Grinder and

O
O

All

Telephone 123

s

O Livery Barn
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THE
LORD

HOWARD

SPANISH-AMEEIOA-

COSTS

DE WALDZN

Russia's

Iff

$40,225,000
BUI

DAY

A

for War Is Almost

Dou-

That of Any Other

ble

COOKING ECONOMY WELL. WORTH
HEEDING.

Power.
f

nmf

Paris. The war bill which Europe
is meeting daily is now figured up as
follows:
Russia
Germany
France
England
Austria
Various

JU.OOO.OOO

7,225,000
7,000,000
6,000,000
4,000,000
8,000,000

Total

140,225,000

The French appropriation is from
official figures as announced by M.
Ribot, minister of finance; the English estimate by the London Statist;
the German total from "an authorita-
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tive source" in a Geneva paper, and
the other sums from various conservative estimates which have appeared
in one place or another. The items
"various" represents the probable expense to which Servia, Belgium and
the neutral countries of Switzerland,
Italy, Roumanla, Turkey, Greece, Holland and Denmark have been put
This vast total does not Include the
destruction of property where fight
lng is taking place nor the wellnigh
incalculable losses to Europe of
men under arms being taken
from production. There are no indications In France that exhaustion has
set in, but it is evident that the accumulated treasure of even the richest
country on the continent is being
0
poured out at a rate that adds
.
a month to the national debt

na-j

$L

$200,-000,00-

TRADE LOSS HEAVY

BRITISH
Lord Howard de Walden, one of the richest peers in England, hla Income being about three million dollars a year, has raised and equipped a car-alr- y
regiment for service with the British forces on the continent

Imports Decrease $100,850,000 In Ons
Month and Exports $90,1 00,000
Cotton Suffers.

WHERE HEROESlELL
but soon they had advanced past the
range of safety at which the French
gunners might fire without hitting the
Battle.
charging line of Britons.
The Germans came on at a steady
Writer Gives Graphic Picture of Bayo- tread, in numbers that it seemed must
engulf the, two lines charging down
net Charge Germans, Scots and
upon them.
Britons Fall Side by Side in
Then came the clash. It was cold
Bloody Charge.
steel from the moment they struck.
Thrusting, recoiling, parrying, counIn the North of France. The initial
tering
and thrusting again, the Scots
effort of the massed German strength
guards fought their men
and
the
to tear their way through the allies'
giving back before the steady
lines at Ypres and thus drive in the
press
of
Teutons, but fighting all the
opening wedge by which their sweep
way.
of the French coast was to be made
They fell side by side, the Germans,
possible was broken by one of the
the
Scots and the gallant Britons,
dismost superb and
behind trampling them, but still
those
plays of heroism ever attempted by a
they
rose
and fought again until the
body of soldiers.
"dressed" German line resembled a
The attack opened with a terriflo mob. Confusion spread through
the
cannonade against the British posi- German ranks. Panic seemed to have
tions. Shells tore in, shrieking and seized them, and they "milled," losing
bursting in a mad tumult of death,
all sense of direction, knowing only
scarring the British trenches, blasting
that a horde of demons had been
s
through
and making an turned loose in their midst and had
inferno of the allies' position.
fight.
made it a
Under cover of the furious artillery
charge
was
broken, for
The German
fire the German columns started' to no front could extricate itself from
advance at the double. Rank upon such a turmoil in the face of the
rank, regiment upon regiment, they trenches, and the Germans were forced
loomed through the smoke held low to retire to
as a screen by the dense fog that pre- regiments.
vailed. The word passed along the
Reserves were brought up to fill the
British trenches that this was the su- gap where the brave Scots and the
preme effort of the German advance. gallant Britons had gone out to their
While the first line was setting it- mission of death, and the line again
self firm to withstand the shock of was in a position to hold.
the fierce impact they knew was comIn scattered twos and threes shating, a great wave of Britons boiled tered twos and threes the Guards
up and over the edge of the British and the Scots found their lines. But
ditches. They rolled pell mell down the two regiments were done. If they
the approach to the' trenches and when had broken the German advance they
they scrambled to their feet there had given their lives to do it. Not a
were two regiments of them
one small company was left of the two
Scottish and a regiment of the guards.
They formed quickly, with bayonets
Wilde's Sons at Front
fixed, and went down into the center of
London. Both sons of the late Osthe gray line of advancing Germans, car Wilde are serving with the British
yelling a battle cry that was
army.
They charged like demons.
The eldest son is with the Indian
The artillery of the allies opened expeditionary force, while the younger
fire behind them to give them cover, one is acting as an interpreter.

Mad Tumult of Death in

Man-to-M-

an

hand-to-han-

d,

London. The effect of the war on
British trade Is shown In the figures
published by the board of trade for
the month of October.
Imports decreased $100,850,000 and
The
exports decreased $90,100,000.
principal loss in imports was $27,600,-00- 0
on raw cotton from America and
$7,500,000 on cotton from Egypt, together with $35,000,000 on manufactured articles. The exports of coal declined $10,000,000 and the exports of
manufactured articles declined
Of the last named, cotton
yarns made up $26,250,000 and wool
yarns $6,250,000.
$67,-500,00- 0.
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Odd Pieces Should Always Be Saved
and Made Use of In One Way or
AnotherSome Ways of Employing Them.

Waste in the kitchen amounts almost to a sin in these days when the
price of food is high and money li
scarce in most households. Tet wasU
goes on every day in the average
kitchen waste that could very easily
be curtailed if the housewife used
economical methods. A good many
home cooks honestly believe that thej
are practicing the most rigid economj
in their homes, when all the time odd
pieces of bread,
s
of meat,
vegetables and sweets are thrown
away, regardless of the fact that thej
could be used again.
Perhaps more waste takes place
with bread than with any other on
staple in the kitchen. Every bit ol
bread should be saved and made use
of in one way or another. This rule
need not conjure up a dreary vista ol
stale crust munching, however. The
housewife's toast must still be crisp
and toothsome, her afternoon tea
slices as fresh and thin as ever; bul
it is in, the use of unused scraps oí
bread, stale toast, ends of loaves,
crusts cut from bread and toast thai
the housekeeper can show her ecc
omical skill. All these scraps the
waifs and strays of the bread Jar-sh-ould
be looked over every morninf
and assigned definite duties.
The day's needs will first be deall
with, the crumbs or croutons required
sorted out and put to one side. Every
unwanted scrap should then be cut
into fairly uniform squares, placed in
a baking dish and baked carefully In
a slow oven to a delicate golden
brown shade. Care should be taken
to carry out these instructions to the
letter. The crumbs must be baked
carefully and in a slow oven if one
wishes to have them in any condition
fit for use. Too often has the house
wife thrust her crumbs into a hot
oven, forgotten them for a few minutes, then pulled them out only to
find a black mass of charred remains of what once was a dish ol
bread crumbs. It is a wise idea to
leave the oven door ajar.
To test the proper baking of these
r
pieces of bread, break one
of the thickest pieces; if it snaps
crisply, the bread Is ready to be taken
from the oven. With a rolling pin
and baking board the bread can easily
be crushed into fine crumbs and may
be sifted afterward if uniform fine
ness is desired. Some busy cooks put
the baked crusts through a mincing
machine with good results.
The
bread should be reduced to crumbs
the moment it is baked, for if left lying about the moisture in the air will
be absorbed and the crispness is lost
Many cooks enjoy the sensation ol
crunching
their golden crumbs.
Visions of brown coated cutlets, golden croquettes and savory fishballa
float before their eyes during the operation, for the crumbs can be used
for all these purposes and many more
left-over-
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left-ove-

FEEDING ARMY ON MOVE

bomb-proof-

blood-stirrin-

USING BREAD CRUMBS
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Food for the soldiers is prepared in
portable kitchens, which accompany
the army. In the picture a temporary
halt has been- made to examine the.
food being cooked,' jn. the march,
-

besides.
Cup Custards.
Heat a quart of milk in a double
boiler, but do not bring It quite to the
boil. Beat five eggs light and stir into
them half a cupful of sugar. On this
mixture pour the scalding milk very
gradually, beating steadily all the time.
Return to the double boiler and cook,
stirring constantly, until the custard is
separated. Remove the custard from
the fire, season with two teaspoonfuls
of vanilla and set aside to cool. When
cold, nearly fill the glasses or cups
with the mixture and heap with
agringue made by whipping the
whites of two eggs stiff with twp tble;
spoonfuls of sugar.
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Notice For Publication

Notice For Publication

Peaceful

Department of the Interior,
"U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
October 2t, 1914..
Notice is h reby given that Rita M.
Pacheco of Albert N. M. who on
Nov. 6 '11 made HE No. 013902
' Addnl No.
013574, for the WJ-MthVS-A- .
every
home
to
Speed
NEJ-NJ
andSWi- acletting
we
are
on the Mesa,
NEJ Section 15, Township 21N.
Range 28 ;E. NM P Meridian has
with
our
quainted
filed
notice of intention to make Final
from all Sections through its inthree year proof, to establish claim to
teresting coluins.
the land above described before
F. H, Poster,, U. S. Commissioner at
The' Deaton Bros are busy 1ÍOV. Npw MpyÍiv
rn tha Kt.Vi rlav

Valley

WJ-SV-

NJ-NE-

and, relinquish- of Dec m4
ments and also locating quite a Claimant names as

selling

staie

-

number who have recently come

witnesses-

.

Notice for Publication.

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N.M
Nov' 9th 1914.
given
Notice is hereby
that Jesse E.
who, on
La Rue, of Mills N. M.
1 14 191)8,.
mad HE Serial No.
06148

U. S. Land Office at Clayton,
Mexico.1 ' Oct. 16th., 1914.

New
'

Notice is hereby given that

Alvin

T Cloud of Mosquero NM. whoop
3
1
Sec, 4, Twp. 21 N.
made HE Serial No, 012935 for

for SWi,

13-1-

Range 2G E. N. M. P. Meridian has
filed notice of intention to make fiual
five year proof, to establish claim to
the land above described, before F. H.
Foster U. S. Commissioner, at his
office at Roy, N. M. on the 22d day of
.

Dec. 1014

Claimant names as witnesses:

-

Department of the Interior.

NWi,Sec.l7
Twp 19N. Rng 29E. N.M.P
Meridian, has filed
notice
of
intention to make Three year Proof, to
establish claim to the land above described, before D. S. urrin U. S.
Commissioner', at his office at SolaN. M. on the 4th day of Dec.
no,
1914.

C. R Rush
Gerónimo Ornelas Frank Wahrhausen,
Claimant names' as witnesses:
M.
N,
Mills
G
H.
All
of
Mericle,
Encarnación Lucero Franciso Sando
to N. Mex.
Claience Driskill
Mark L Woods
S. R Crouse,
of Roy, N, M.
Arthur Hazen Raymond Ernest DrisAll of Albert N. ML,
bal.
Mr. Geo. Cocrill is adding an
Paz Valverde,
kill
All of Mosquero N. M.
Paz Val verde,
Register.
4
2
to
his
residence.
additin
Paz Valverde,
5
Register,
4
1
Register.
'"AbariiCO-'Lucer-

12-1-

11-1-

11--

John the eight year old son of
Mr. and Mrs: B. C. Jordan is
very sick at .tins writing.

Mr, Phil Biggins was taken
suddenly very sick while in his
field at work the lGlh and wi th
great difficulty reached his home
which. was some distance away.
The cold "Snap" Monday reminded us winter is due at any
time with his chilly blasts.
D r . Bar th ole m e w a ( co ui pa n i e d
his vvife as far as Tucumcari Jut

Saturday. Mrs. B. is making a
visit to her parents who reside in
Sioux City Iowa.
Mr, May berry has added a
new wagon to his farming imple,
merits.

Let the big prairie fire north

12--

7.

10-2-

Notice for Publication

s

A pie suppei;

at Liberty

School
next Friday night is looked forward to with interest from many,

Heiffers for Sale
I have a bunch of nice two and
three year old heifers for sale.

post-offic-

NOTICE FOP. PUBLICATION.

N. M.
1914.
3--

NJ-SEJS-

Notice For Publication.

Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N.
of the

Oct.

M.

28 1914,

Notice is hereby given that Simon
Aragón of Sabinoso N. M. who on
Strayed : One black and white 10- made HE No. 09332 for
Sec 12and
and NEi
spotted sow weight about 175 lbs
13,
Township
17
Sec.
North
Strayed from my Chicosa ranch SWi
25 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has
Range
6 miles northeast of Roy.
filed notice of intention to make Five
Advise me if you know of her. year Proof, to establish claim to
F. A. Roy
land above described, before D. S.
Durrin,U. S Commissioner, at Solano
N, M. on the 8th "day of Dec 1914,
Claimant names as. witnesses;
I want to buy a relinquishment
on a good claim. Also want to Juan Jose Ramora Eduardo Jaramillo
Ed R Noyes Jose de la Cruz Martinez
buy á few head of horses.
All Of Sabinoso N. M.
Inquire of
Paz Valverde,
Frank J. Lukasek, Roy, R 1. 11- - 712-- 5
Register.'
18-19-

SEJ-SW-

i;

Ei-N-

W

.

.

Notice For Publication

curej.

Notice is hereby given that Frank
Wahrhausen of Mills N. M. who on 9
08 made HE No 0G530 for
8, and WJ-SSec 9;
Twp. 21 N Rng. 26E N.M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
five year Proof
make final
to
to establish claim to the land above
U. S. Comdescribed, , before
F. H, Foster, at his
missioner
office at Roy, N. M., on the 14th day
of Dec 1914.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Sam Fessler
Clark R Rush
C. E Deaton
Jess E Larue
all of Mills N M
Paz Valverde,
12-- 5
11-- 7
Register.

Any one interested call on or
Otis Bixford
address
Box 792 Tucumcari N. M. Department

T4pd

Notice of Contest.

Notice for Publication
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office. Clayton, N.M. Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office, Clayton, N M. Department of Interior.
Oct. 28, 1914,'
Oct 28, 1914.
U. S. Land Office at Clayton N. M
Notice is hereby given that Richard VV
Meadows
address
Laban
To
Oct. 16 1914.
iii'uhvare of Roy N M. who on May
Contestee:
Notice ishereb'y given that Forest
10th, 1910 Oct. 28 1007 made HE. Serial unknown
No. 0)72() Additional 011302
for You are hereby notified that Edwin Shrum
'
NWJ of Section 14 and the NEJ of H, Hughes, who gives Solano, New of Mosquero, N. M. who on June
e
address, 1st 1910, made RK. Ser. No 011443, for
Sec. 14 Twp 20 N Rg 27 E N.M. P. Mexico, as his
15. .1914, file in this W. Sec, 5 T wp, 18N Rng 29E NM P, M.
Meridian, has filed notice of inten- did on Oct.
tion to make Five Year Froof, to office his duly corrobrated applica- has filed notice of intention to make
establish claim to the land ubove tion to contest and secure the cancel- Three Year Proof to establish claim to
the land above described, before;D, S x
described, before F. H. Foster, U. S. lation of your H. E. No.
1908
04
No.
July
, made
1,
'
his office, Roy, N.M Serial
Durriin, U.S. Commissionerat So ano
for SWi Section 33. Township 19 N N. M.on the 5th day of Dec, 1914.
on the 14th day of Dec 1914.
Range 27 East, N M. P. Meridian,
Claimant names as witnesses,
Claimant names as witnesses:
and as grounds for his contest he alR. shrum
Hard
Ed L. Fuller
A S Hoskins leges that
RW Mitchell
Lahan Meadows
sid
D.
Beem
James
Lonsford
Robert
C O lloikins
J W Johnson has deserted and abandoned the said
- all of Roy N. M.
All of Mosquero, N. M.
londfot two year next prec eding the
11-- 7
12-- 5
date hereof, and has during that time
Paz Valverde,
Paz Valverde,
any
upon
reside
2411-2to
or.cultivated
failed
10
1
Register.
Register,
part of said land. That these defects still exist and have not been

be d warning for every one to Department of the Interior.
U. S. Land Office, Clayton,
guard their premises as far as
'
Oct, 28,
possible with fire guards.

The big sale at the Voelkel
Bros.-waa success financially,
and the free dinner of roast pig
was sure line and the crowd did
justice to the eating.

11-2-

You are, therefore, further notified
that the said allegations will be taken
by this office as having been confessed
by you, and your said entry will be
canceled thereunder without your further right to be heard therein, either
before this office or on appeal, if you
fail to file in this office within twenty
days after the FOURTH publication
of this notice, as shown below, your
answer, under oath, specifically meeting and responding to these allegations of contest, or if you fail within
that time to file in this office du proof
that-yohave served a copy of your
answer on the said contestant either
in person or by registered mail. If
this service is made by the delivery of
a copy of your answer to the contestant in person, proof of such service
must be either the said contestant's
written acknowledgment of his receipt
of the copy, showing the date of its
receipt, or the affidavit of the person
by whom the delivery was made stat;
ing when and where the copy was delivered; if made by registered maih;
proof of such service must consist of
the affidavit of the person by whom
the copy was mailed stating when and
the postoffice to which it was mailed,
and thisv affidavit must be accompanied by the postmaster's receipt for
the letter.
You should state in your answer
the name of the postoffice to which
you desire future notices to be sent to
you.
Paz Valverde, Register.
Date of 1st .Dublication. Nov 14, 1914
.

it
;

"2d
"3d

"4 th

"
"

'

'

21,

Dec

28,
5

)

Clayton,

018624.

0.8627

018025

Department of the Interior,
TJ. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
Oct.

2,

1914.

Notice is hereby given that the
State of New Mexico has applied to
select under the provisions of the Act
of June 20, IvilO, and the ac of
1898
and the
supActs
plementary and amendatory thereto,
the following public lands, to wit:
Serial 0.8624. List 3373

1-

SWiNEi,
NWi

SWí-NW- i,

SWi,

SJ-SW-

NWÍ-SE-

i.

Sec 28, NEi,

NEi-NWi-

SWi-SEi-

J,

.

,

NWi-NW- i,

SWi- - NWi, Sec. 29, T. 20N. R. 25 E.

Serial 018625. List, No 3374
i,
SWi, SEi. Sec, 29. Lots

SEi-NW-

4,

-3

NWi

NWi-NEi-

,

SWÍ-NE-

NEi--

4,

'

Sec 30 T, 20N. R. 25E.

Serial 018627. List 3376.
SEi-SEi,Se-

33,

c.

28,

NWi-SWi,'SWi-S-

NEi,

NEi-SEi,Se-

c.

Sec. 34 T 20

N. R. .25 E.
All oí above in N. M. P. M,

The purpose of this notice is to
claiming the land
adversely or desiring to show it to be
mineral in character, an opportunity-tfile objection to such selection with,
the local officers for the land district
in which tha land is situated, to wit:
at th land office aforesaid, and to establish their interests therein, or the
mineral character thereof.
Paz Valverde,
11.21.12,16
Register.
To be published in the Spanish. Ameri-ca- ri
published at Roy, N, M.
allow all persons

